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By ANDREW PETTER The six merchants were 
Herald staff writer 
Well pardner, I hear that 
Joe Clark is coming to town. 
You know Joe-Maureen 
McTeer's husband. 
He's the one that got 
hisser elected leader of the 
Prbgressive Conservative 
Party (never did un- 
derstand that name- all it 
does is con~adict i self). 
Now when Joe was 
elected, folks was asking 
themselves "Joswho? ~' But 
now I reckon that most 
people is wondering more 
along the lines of "Joe 
why?" 
You see when Joe told his 
party that he was planning 
to lead them out of the 
wilderness, I don't figure 
they knew timt he meant o 
take them right into a bog. 
But that's what he did, 
and now Joe and the party 
are sinking and sinking fast. 
What Joe'can't seem to 
understand is how a good o1' 
boy who is loved by all the 
folks down in High River 
could havegothisself into a 
situation like this. 
After all, he's done 
nothing wrong. In fact, he's 
done nothing at all, just like 
Dalton and them boys told 
him to. 
• Oh sure, he went on some 
fancy visit to Europe and 
got his picture took with all 
sorts of'dignitaries just to 
show us at home how im- 
~rtant he was and all, but 
was very careful not to 
say anything controversial. 
And he was real nice to 
them guys and gals in the' 
press. He shook their bands 
and told .them what a gona 
job..they~were~doing.y'--He -' 
even got Maureen to go 
along with him when he 
visited one place and 
another. 
SO what went wrong? 
Well, at first nothing. In 
the beginning everything 
was just Jim Dandy. The 
polls were showing Joe well 
ahead of Pierre. 
It seemed that the less he 
said, the better he did. And 
with Joe, the more he spoke, 
the less he said. 
He wasn't for wage and 
price controls but he wasn't 
exactly against them either, 
He didn't like unem- 
ployment much, but he 
wasn't about to let on as to 
what he wanted to do about 
it. The only thing Joe did 
feel really strongly about 
was Pierre. He didn't like 
Pierre one tick, and he 
wasn't afraid to say so 
either. 
• But then .everything 
startcdto go sour.. For one, 
thing, the press were 
sometimes downright un- 
pleasant. Especially about 
that tiff he had over which 
riding he was plannin~ to 
run in in the next elecbun. 
Then, of course, Rene had 
the nerve to win in Quebec 
and everybody stopped 
listening to how much Joe 
was ticked off at Pierre, 
since they v/ere more. in- 
tcrestedin how much Pierre 
was ticked off at Rene'. 
And finally, to. add insult 
to just bad luck, that Horner 
fellah gets difficult and tells 
everyone how he prefers 
Pierre to Joe. Well Joe 
thought hat was plain rude 
and he told Horner so, but it 
didn't make no difference. 
What it all adds up to is 
that Joe is in-One heap of 
trouble. Pierre just won a 
whole pile• of byelections 
back east and the polls show 
that Joe is fast disappearing 
into that bog I mentioned 
earlier. 
Pretty soon he,ll be in 
over his head, which is the 
way some folks figure he 
started out. " ' 
I don't know, he 'seems 
like a nice enough fellah. 
And it ain't that be's done _ 
anything wrong. It  just " 
seems that he can't do 
anything righb either. 
Teday'sHigh: 14 Low: 5 
Forecast: cloudy with 
showers. Possibility of 
sunny periods on Saturday. 
i 
• PRINCE RUPE'RT, .IL~ 
(CP) .--- The crown attorn~ :. 
in a provincial court pot 
nography trial asked for, 
three-month adjournmer; ~ 
Thursday to prepare a repL~ 
to the defenee's contention: 
that obscene literature may 
he good for the public. 
Crown prosecutor Wintor. 
Derby asked for the ad 
journment in the trial of six 
Front page feature 
Prince Rupert shopkeepers it is established that public 
charged with possession oi. good was served by the • 
obscene literature for the alleged offence. 
parposefof sale/so that he Silversides introduced 
could prepare cross-ex- expert testimony to support 
amination. •his argument that 
Defence lawyer Don distribution of obscene 
Silversides based his literature was in the public 
argument on a criminal interest. 
code subsection which Defenee witness Dr. Eh6r 
states that no person shall Boyanowsky, associate 
be convicted of an offence if professor of criminology at  
Simon Fraser University, 
told the court studies that 
were conducted in the last 
nine years show por- 
nngraphy is not all bad. 
He said the 1965 
legalization of erotic 
publications in Denmark 
has been responsible for a 57 
per cent decrease in the in- 
cidence of child molestation 
in that country; and has 
acted as a therapeutic aid to 
sexually failing marriages. 
Literature becomes a 
substitute sexual object to 
the potential sex offender, 
he said. 
After Boyanowaky's testi- 
mony, Derby said the 
defenoe had never been 
heard in Canada and the 
research referred to is fairly 
new. 
Derby • told Judge E. J. 
Cronln he had inadequate 
knowledge of the subject o 
effectively crossexamine 
Boyanowaky. 
"This subsection has 
never been used as a 
defeuce to this charge and I 
think it is significant enough 
to bear careful in- 
vestigation." 
BOWS TO PRESSURE 
charged in mid-March after 
a series of raids by city 
RCMP. 
Sei'geant Oordon Mac- 
Dougail, head of the general 
investigation section, 
testified that the raids 
followed citizens' com- 
plaints about he display of 
obscene literature. 
"ou  can take Comfor t  
in these water colors 
, By JoANNE AMES 
Herald staff writer 
Dave Comfort has been working with 
water colors since October of last year. `• 
He had never done a great deal of work 
with them before. • 
He was inspired to take them up 
because he saw a flower in a friend's 
back yard. He thought it would look 
great in ~atercolor . . . .  
"It was an exciting idea to paint it in 
watercolours, sothat's where I began." 
:will, in fact, be in the show. The painting 
. Work in  watercolors is a com- 
pletel~iin~ , ifferent proposition than 
working with oil vaints. With water 
i:olours, the work has to he done right 
"the first time", because the paints are 
transparent, as compared to oils which 
are opaque. . • " 
Basically, that means you can paint 
over a color in oil mid mix or erase it. 
With water colors, nothing can he 
painted over. Everything is visible. 
"You have to plan a lot more," says 
Dave. "I usually get it right the first 
time. I very seldom crumple up paper 
and start again." 
"Water colors are much thinner than 
oils. It's a much more delicte process to 
paint with them," 
Dave starts with a sketch. He does 
most of his work indoors, in his 
basement.. He has averaged one 
painting a week for the last while, and 
wishes he had done more. 
He decided to have a show because 
someone saw his work and asked when 
be would have one. At that point, he had7 
~, ~~ 
Local. art is t  Dave Comfort 
three paintings. The steady work of 
winter will bring us the total of his worg, 
30 paintings. 
Most of the paintings are outdoor 
scenes or objects. They have been 
framed by John and Judy Dickson, Judy~ 
doing the staining and preparatlen ofthe 
frames and John doing the actual 
framing. 
Dave Comfort extends his thanks to 
both of them. "They've been good fo me. 
Even the Indian pl~ first painted was 
growing in their back yard.." . .  
The show will be in me liorary 
basement arts room. 
The show will be open to the public 
beginning Saturday. ~, 
Bennett scraps 
budworm spray 
• COURTENAY, B.C. on the east side of the Environment Minister As recently as Tuesday 
(CP) . - -  The British Fraser River valley bet- J im Nielsen said the Waterland told'a small 
wecn Boston Bar and Yale Columbia government has decision wasn't based on group of demonstrators 
• postponed its ¢ontroversiai withtwo chemicais--Sevin-4 environmental aspects of protesting the spray 
spruce budworm spray oil and orthene, the program, but rather on program in Victoria that the 
program for at least a year. Waterland told a j)ross legal concerns, spraying would go ahead• 
In an extremely unusual conference hare after a ~ He said there is currently Nielsen told reporters 
move, ForesisMinister Tom special cabinet meeting he no legislation setting out Thursday that the protests 
Waterland was overruled by is highly disappointed wi~ adequate appeal procedures concerning the program had 
his cabinet colleagues, who the decision and firmly whereby concerned groups no effect on the cabinet's 
decided Thursday a new believes.the spraying should can officially register their decision. 
pesticide act is needed still goaneao, objections to such The spraying was 
before the program can go "Another year's damage programs, scheduled to go ahead this 
ahead. , to immature timber will ~ A pesticide act, as recom- month. 
Despi te  numerous have to be accepted in urder ~nended by a royal corn- 
protests from en, to provide for  appeal mission on herbicides and 
v i ronmenta l i s ts ,  the procedures to be set out in pesticides, will be in- 
government had planned to the new pe.sfleide act," the tcedueed in the legislature ATTEMPTED 
spray 52~000 acres of timber minister safe. laterl this year, Nielsen said. 
• ' ...... RAPE CHARGE 
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The RCMP have charged 
N DP oil initiative e:'m'a's year-old girl. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Op- environment critic, said he He said i{would only take .The alleged offense took 
position Leader Dave Will be presenting a 10 trains a day from Alaska place last Sunday a few 
Barrett announced today he "detailed, thoroughly re- to equal the capacity of the miles west of Terrace. 
will hold a three-day searched and specific brief propusedKitimat pipeline to Charged is Gerald Sims. 
to the Alaskan leaders." Edmonton. meeting in Acnhorage; 
Alaska, with public Officials ..~:.......~.:.~.:...~.~.....~.......~...~..............~......~:~;~;~;..;..;~;.;....~;~;~;.;.;......~................~.~.......~...~...............z.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.~.;.;.;.;...;...:....... 
and leading citizens to ,..~.>:.-..:...;.;.;.;.;.;w..~.~.;...;.~....v...v.v.-,-,~.~,.. .. ... v. .. .............. ....................... .~ ~. . o  . ...................... 
discuss transportation of
northern resources. 
The former British 
Columbia .premier said he 
will meet with former 
governor William A. Egan 
and former United States 
Interior Secretary Walter J. 
Hickel and other members 
of the Organization for the 
Management of Alaska 
Resources (OMAR) Friday 
to discuss pipeline con- 
struction. 
Barrett said he will also 
meet" with Senator ,Mike 
Gravel and a group of U.S. 
congressmen wno are 
members of the House Spe- 
cial Investigating Com- 
'miRee for Alaska and the 
House Subcommittee on 
Indian Affairs and •Public 
Lands. 
He said the overall theme 
of the meetings ~vlli be, "a 
mod i f ied  way-out  
program," the discussion of 
ways to move natural 
rosour~es, especially oil and 
natural gas, by railinstead 
of other methods. 
The New Democ'gatic 
Party leader, who will be 
travelling with Bob Skelly 
NDP--Albernl), his party's 
"NO ALTERNATiVE"-MUNRO 
• IWA to  conducts t r ike ,  vote  
~ANCOUVER (CP) -  coast employees, expires only saying they are not 
The International Wood- June 15. The Southern In- prepared to exceed the six 
workers of America (IWA) teriorcontract expires June per cent guidelines, but are 
not sure they. can give that 
much. 
"Our membership is not 
prepared to be pushed 
around by the. employers' 
tomfoolery. Hopefully we  
will now get down to serious 
ployers in B.C., particularly bargaining." 
those in our industry, will Tuesday in New West- 
notnegotiate in good faith minster, Gerry Stoney, 
thisyear unless astrike vote president of the district 
is taken," Munro said. labor councll and hsad of the 
30 and the Northern Interior 
contract expires Aug. 31. 
Munro said no date has 
been set for a strike vote, 
although ballots have been 
printed. 
"It looks like the ~m- 
The attitude of employers 
is "more callous and less 
serious than any set of 
negotiations I've been in," 
he added. "They are not 
IWA's New Westminster 
local, told the council his 
union has not resolved a 
single contract issue with' 
the .~ forest industry em- 
will conduct a strike vote 
among its 43,000 British 
Columbia workers before 
June 15, Jack Munro, the 
union's western regional 
president, said today. 
Munro said in an in 
terview the union "has no 
alternative" because em- 
ployers are indicating they 
may not be willing to pay 
even the six per cent in- 
crease allowed under 
federal anti-inflation board 
regulations. 
The union's main cun- 
tract, coveriug about 28,000 
players. 
Workers want a set- 
tlement soon, he said, and 
are not prepared to wait for 
a contract In the hope that 
wage controls will be ended. 
• Stoney said he believes a
settlement is possible by 
July 1, but added that the Debbie, Lisa an, 
record of recent settlements 
in the province has proved a (left to right) a 
strike vote is necessary to youngsters who 
make employers bargain The girls deliw 
seriously. Walker, Simpsm 
Stoney stress~ he was Dwayne deliver~ 
"Meet  our carriers 
d Dwayne w.liwood paper,  th 
are three of the 94 problems~ 
deliver our paper, requestea to ue up .r:nelr aogs or me 
,er in the Skinner, carriers will not deliver me papers. 
~l pson and Clore areas. Subscriptions to the Herald are $3 a 
i rsin the Hagen •and month and carriers will begin to 
making an unofficial report Mist areas. Like Fern Marchtldon, canvass next week. They receive $1 on ,or.t negotiations and  was not who was featured in yesterday's for each subscription the II. 
speaking officially for the • , • 
union. ,;..~.:~Y......;.......;.;.~.~4:~ . ... ~ ...... ~ ............................. 
t ey have been having 
s with dogs. Residents are 
~ d ti  their d th
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$40 MILLION 
New foster program 
urges more home care 
dd girl, who had run away 
from a foster home, hanged 
herself earlier this year in 
an RCMP cell. 
Vander Zalm admitted at 
the time that facilities for 
such youngsters were 
inadequate. 
The minister said today. 
the suicide played a part in 
emphasizing the need 'for 
the government o move 
quic~y to provide better 
care. 
A $122,000 pilot project 
will be launched in Surrey, 
B.C., this year to study in- 
home child and family 
counselling. 
COURTENAY, B.C.' 
(CP) -- The provincial 
government will spend an 
estimated $40 millmn next 
year to provide expanded 
community resources for 
British Columbia problem 
children. 
Human Resources  
Minister Bill Vander Zalm, 
here for a cabinet meeting, 
told a news conference 
today the program will he 
designed to de-emphasize 
institutional care by en- 
couraging more families to 
take in foster children. 
He said the government 
wants to move away from 
placing children in in- Hopefully, Vander Zalm 
stitutions by providing said, the project will put the 
necessary services in their government in a position to 
own communities and their implement a province-wide 
own homes, program next year. 
It's significant hat it was As an incentive for 
in this Vancouver Island families to take in foster 
community that a 16-year- children, rates for basic 
maintenance, food, clothing, 
transportation a d personal 
supplies will be 5obsted bY 
approximately $20 a month 
ip each category, effective 
June 1. 
The program also will 
provide $200,000 to double 
the existing amount for a 
summer campprogram for 
disadvantaged children 
from families receiving in- 
come assistance. 
'A five-member childrens' 
services evaluation team 
will be established toreview 
planning for children 
receiving care, to assess 
child care practices and to 
develop standards for child 
care resources. 
At least one additional 
ranch camp for the treat- 
ment of about 3,000 difficult 
Jthuveniles will be developed 
is year,.Vander Zalm said, 
adding it will probably be 
built somewhere in the 
iNorthern Gardener I-"-- province's interior. Premier Bill Bennett, who 
made. the official an- Soak it to them nouncement at the news conference said a "school 
ship proposal is being tried 
as a pilot project as an 
2y : :Re  :o: l :ar~ alternative to placing more 
difficult youngsters in the 
Right now, i here is enough traditional type of secure 
moisture for seed germination and seedling facility. 
"We will be initiating a 
number of 20-day cruises 
this year that will involve 
difficult juveniles in an 
intensive and challenging 
program that will assist 
them with dealing construc- 
tively with life's problems." 
growth. This moisture wil l  not be apparent at the 
surface, but if a soil has been properly worked, 
prior to seeding, ground water from winter snow- 
melt wil l  be constantly moving up to a point where 
the seed has been placed. As this ground water 
gradually diminishes, developing seedling roots 
extend downward searchingly for it, and ffhis is an 
important factor in growing a plant with the kind of 
root system that wil l  make if a real "bread win- 
ner".  All to often though the process is sabotaged 
by premature watering. The over.anxious gar- 
dener spots a dry, looking soil surface, and panics 
into action with well-intended use of the hose. The 
roots then stay up near the surface and when the 
need for water really comes those pampered and 
inferior l ittle soil-surface roots can't cope. 
Frequently too, this early watering comes from 
sources so cold that they slow growth to a 
minimum, or stop it completely. 
On some soils, and for some seedlings, there is a 
need for early watering, iusf to get seed ger- 
minated and on its way. Notably seeds of lettuce, 
beets, carrots, onions, peas and spinach have high 
moisture needs for germination, and if yours is a 
part icularly droughty, sandy-type soil, you may 
have to resort to irrigation if rain doesn't volunteer. 
Once again, I very much favour using a canvas 
soaker type waterer. Used on a Rummy day, with a 
good long connecting hose, the sun's heat wi l l  take 
some of the chill from cold water as it slowly moves 
down the hose, to do its seeping job through the 
canvas. It wil l  be effective with the tap barely 
turned to a dribble, a fact that further facil itates 
the warm-up. 'Later,  in a dry, or relat ively dry, 
year (we used to have them), they also show to 
advantage - the water goes only to the row of 
seedlings or plants, and the dry, between.row area, 
discourages weed germination that comes with 
conventional sprinkling of the whole soil surface. 
That means less packing of clay so!Is too, that 
comes with traffic over water-soaked ground. 
Also, they're economical on water, putting it only 
where it's needed, a significant point for those with 
meagre sources. 
Buckerfields of B.C. are distributors for these 
canvas soakers. In S l i thers  the S l i thers  Feed 
Store and S l i thers  Hardware deal with this sup- 
plier, and possibly the Houston Co-Op does too. If 
they don't have any in stock, a few enquiries might 
prompt an order or re.order. If other sources are 




VANCOUVER (CP) ' -  
People who say Pacific 
Stage Lines has failed to 
pass on ferry fare re- 
ductions to bus passengers 
travelling from Vancouver 
to Victoria and Nanaimo are 
wrong, says Robert Bonner, 
British Columbia Hydro 
chairman. 
Bonner said in a news 
release Thursday that the 
travelling public is being 
misled by people who say 
that because ferry rates are 
-going down one dollar for  
adults travelling between 
Tsawwassen and Swartz 
Bay, the combined bus-ferry 
fare should drop by the 
same amount9 
The reduction in bus 
passenger •fare to the 
governmentowned bus 
company is only 67 cents a 
passenger, Bonnet said, and 
the bus component of the 
combined fare was adjusted 
by 50 cents, giving a gain to 
Pacific Stage Lines of only 
17 cents. 
In addition, he said, bus 
fares on the Victoria run 
have remained unchanged 
since the service began 17 
years ago despite steadily 
increasing costs. 
Bonner also said losses 
will be reduced under the 
revised rates which become 
effective June 1. 
I 
POISON MUSHROOMS 
FELL FIVE YOUTHS 
VICTORIA (CP)"  Five pretty wild," a police 
local teen-age boys, s~okesman said; "Am- 
described as lucky to- be Imlunce calls were coming 
alive, were resting at home in one after the other--all 
Thursday after being., from the same neigh- 
treated in hospital for con- borhood." 
sum.ption o f  poisonous A spokesman for the 
mnsnrooms, poison control centre said 
The five, whose names the panther mushroom is 
highly toxic and has caused 
death. 
were being withheld, ap- 
parently sought a euphoric 
high wednesday when they 
ate a species of panther 
mushroom known as 
amanita pantherina. 
The search ended not in a 
dream but in a glimpse of 
death. The boys--two of 
them unconscious--were 
rushed 'to hospital after 
eating the mushrooms. 
One a 14-year-old, was 
treated and released from 
Royal Jubilee hospital on 
Wednesday night. ?he four 
others, two 16 and two 17, 
were kept in Victoria 
General Hospital overnight 
and •released Thursday 
morning. 
Three of the boys were 
picked up by ambulances at
their homes after becoming 
ill, police said. ?he. others 
were taken to hospital by. 
friends. 
"Things were getting 
"The boys were ex- 
tremely fortunate they got 
treatment in time," the 
spokesman said. 
He said there are two 
kinds of iianther 
mushrooms--one takes 
ffect in about six hours, the 
other has an impact within 
20 minutes. The former is 
the more serious of the two; 
• it is not known which type 
the boys ate. 
Symptoms include diz- 
zinesa, muscle cramps_ and 
agitated behavior ending in 
delirium and loss of all 
muscle oo;ordination. 
A police spokesman said 
Thursday the mushrooms 
apparently carrie from the 
Duncan, B.C., area--about 
25 miles nnrth of here--and 
ere given to one of ~e  boys 
y a friend. The in- 
v~tigat|on was .continuing. 
No more walkouts 
Bennett offers carrot '
to small businessmen 
over AIB-rulings 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
The Biritish Columbia 
Labor Relations Board 
outlawed slzikes in B.C. 
against wage rollbacks by 
the federal anti-inflation 
board in a decision handed 
down Wednesday ,by 
chairman Paul Weilers. 
The labor board said a 
union that goes out on strike 
against an employer in an 
effort to win a higher set- 
tlement han that approved 
by the anti-inflation boardis 
in 'contravention of the 
provincial abor code for 
failing to bargain in good 
faith. 
"Can a uniou be said tobe 
bargaining 'in good faith," 
Weiler said, "if it insists 
that an employer agree to do 
something which the era- 
ployer has just been told b.y 
the anti-inflation board wiu 
be illegal under a federal 
statute? 
"That would not seem to 
be a terribly sensible course 
of action from the per- 
spective of the employees. 
I '  ° Be that as zt may, union 
members who pursue that 
course clearly do not deal in 
good faith with their em- 
ployer if they try to coerce 
the latter into violating the 
law. 
"And ff the bargaining 
which precedes a strike is in 
contravention of (that) 
section of the labor code, 
this in turn places a legal 
taint on the stri~e action 
itself." 
The board also i'uled, 
however, that a contract 
altered by the Anti Inflation 
Board is no longer a valid, 
collective agreement, hus 
freeing a union to legally 
strike following a rollback 
as long as its demands are 
contained within the 
framework of the Anti In- 
flation Board decision, n 
?he board's decision .was 
in response toan application 
by Local 407 of the Canadian 
Union Of Public Employees 
(CUPE) representing 
Vancouver School Board 
outside workers. 
CUPE asked the Labor 
Relation Board to rule on 
the validity of their 1976 
collective agreement with 
the school board which had 
been rolled back by the anti- 
inflation board. 
FOR MAYOR: 
COURTENAY, B.C. (CP) current session of the this year •an at the same I 
--Strength in the small legislature, which is ex- time last year, 
I business ector will be the petted to resume in mid- he said. main indicator of growth in June. . "We see this continuing," British Columbia's overall He said some action taken Bennett said. economy, Premier' Bill by his government since its He said raising taxes 
Bennett said ThUrsday. election in 1975 has led to ,,wasthetoughestcampaign 
recovery in resource in- pledge we had to break," 
the but we see tough days Speaking to more than 300 Rotarians, Bennett said his dustries,: which are "Ac- 
Social Credit government celerating beyond our being over . "  
has failed to provide in- fondestdreams." "Bfltish Columbia today 
centives for small business. Despite the fact that has turned the comer," the 
The premier epeated an unemployment i  B.C. is at premier said. "It's time to 
earlier promise toprovide an alltime high, there are be opt!mistic, about the 
such incentives during me 30,000 more peopleworking future. 
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• Come to Church 
SALVATION ARMY KNOX UNITED ZION 
Wa,sh CHURCH BAPTIST 
Captain: Bill Young 4907 Lazelle Ave. CHURCH 
9:45 Sunday School Minister Rev. D.S. Lewis 
lh00 Morning Worship Cor. Sparks & Keitlh 
,7j.30 Evening Services SundaySchool 
Mon. Cottage meeting 7:~0 Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
:Wed. Home league 7;30 Under 12 11:00 a.m. ~Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 'Worship Service lh00 a.m. Evening Service 7: lS p.m. 
Phone 
Captainor Mrs. Bill Young. CHRISTIAN, 
ST. MIITTHEW'S MENNONITE . . . . . . . . . .  
BRHHREN REFORMED 
4726 Lazelle Ave. , a,.,, ,  . CHURCH' CHURCH 
Sunday Services: ~06 Eby Street" Sparks St. at Straume'Av'e. 
10 a.m. - Church School & ' Phone 635.3015 " ' Re~/. Arthur Heilema~ 4~. 
Adult DiscUssion Pastor Dwayne Barkman 2621 
• 11 a.m. : Holy Communion 10:00 a.m. Sunday School Sunday School • Terrace 10:00 
for the famll.y 11:00 a.rn. Sunday Worship a.m. 
Ministers: Service (babys i t t ing  Sunday School - Remo 1:00 
Rev. Lance Stephons 635-S1~5 available) p.m. 
Rev. Stephen Ineue 635-2416 Interested in a home Bible 11:00 'a.m. Worship. Service 
Study? Call 635.3015 or 635- 5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
SACRED HEART . 
PARISH RRACE : 
UPLANDS ALLIANCE 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
8:15 a.m. 10:15 a.m. BAPTIST "CHURCH .: 
n:3o a.m. 7:3o p.m. CHURCH Pastor Roy Taylor % 
EVANGELICAL 4"3 Agar Ave. 43S-34i0,., 
FREE CHURCH'  or.er e ,a,iwo, & N. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching '" 
Cor. Park Ave. #, Sparks St. Sunday School 
Rev.'W.H. Tatum 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship Sunday 9:,15 - Bible School 
3302 Sparks St. 635.5115 Service 11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship 
9:45 Sunday School 7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 7:15 p.m. Evening Service 
11:00 Morning Worship ~t~J~ Wed. 7 p.m. - Bible Study & 
7:15 Evening Services ' Prayer ~ 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m S:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 
Prayer & Bible Study "You are welcome 
i ; : ' "  ,,at Up~nds'; ,~" -'PENTECOSTAL '" 
CHRIST LUTHERAN , ..... ,. . . . . . . .  " , 
,CHURCH CHURCH OF GOD 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Cor. Sparks St. & Park Ave. B86 River Drive Pastor M. Kennedy 
Rev. Roll Nosterud 635-5882 Terrace, B.C. Office ~35.2434 Home 4~.53,~ 
Morning Service at 11:00 a.m. Rev. R.L. White Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School, Adult Class & Sunday School 10:00 a.m. Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Confirmation Class at 9:45 Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Sunday EVening 7:15 p.m, 
"You~" Friendly Family. Evening Worship 7:30 a.m. Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Church" Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m. 
DISTRIOT OF 1ERRAOE 
NOTIOE OF POLL 
Pub l i c  Not ice  is hereby  g iven  to the granted  such  po l l ,  and ,  fu r ther ,  that  the  
electors of the munic ipa l i ty  aforesaid persons duly nominated as candidates at  
that a poll has become necessary at  the the sa id  election, for whom only votes 
election now pending, and that  I have wi l l  be received,  are:  
' L '  
OTHER NAMES 
Biggs  ] Sharon  
Maroney  Dav id  
FOR REGIONAL BOARD DIRECTOR: 
OFF ICE  I TERM RES ID.  ADDRESS 
- - r  I'a"n*e I 4°'3 qe°S'*eet of 1976.1977 te rm 
Mayor  Balance 3308 Pheasant St. 
of 197~.1977 term , 
OCCUPATION 
Homemaker  ~ 
Bus inessman 
i sURNAME OTHER NAMES OFF ICE  TERM RES ID.  ADDRESS OCCUPATION I 
i J o l l i f fe  V ic tor  "Reg. Board  D i r .  Concur rent  w i th  4623 H i l l c res t  Ave.  Consu l tant  
~THE PRICE IS DUPLEX IN THORNHILL, PARK AVENUE, eighty-two; te rm on Council 
"I~ONLY$32,000.00 and open to ~offers for this 2 bdrm hom e on two bdroms each side, one foot serviced lot with a 3 10drrn ~a full basement, IN THOR- suite is furnished, the other residence, full basement,: Pease Dav id  peg. Board  D i r .  Concurrent with 4826 Hal l iwe l l  Ave .  Accountant i 
1NHILL, nicely treed 1 acre. has frldge and range only. white stone fireplace, hard.1 term on Council 
1FOR MORE INFORMATION ASKING PRICE $40,000.00 wood floors, two bike t ro l l  dowdtown, WELL WORTH: 
• PLEASE CALL US THORNHILLCOMMERCIAL THE ASKING PRICE OF• 
=ANYTIME. PROPERTY 12Sx13S, 20xS0,. ADVANCE POLLS  w i l l  be he ld  a t  the  concrete blk building, Ideal for $45,000.00 • . 
• Dis t r i c t  of  Ter race  Mun ic ipa l  Bu i ld ing ,  ! ~  LAUNDROMAT, STORAGE 
OR CORNER GROCERY • 3215 Eby  St reet ,  Ter race , ,  B r i t i sh  
i H  STORE. Priced at only • : $34,000.00 • Such pol l  •wil l  be he ld  a t  the C la rence  Co lumbia ,  between the  hours  of  9:00 :•  
• o 'c lock  in the fo renoon and 8:00 o 'c lock  :~ COPPERSlDE SUBDV " a r 
twelve hundred sq. ft. • M ich ie l  E lementary  Schoo l  Gym-  in the  a f te rnoon,  on Monday ,  May  30th,  :• 
doublewlde on a V2 basement. • 
Three bedrooms, acorn THORNHILL LIGHT IN. l ,  1977 and at Mills Memorial "Hospital, 
• f i rep lace ,  carpeted  DUSTRIALPROPERTY,  one i nas ium,  3430 Sparks  Street ,  Ter race ,  . 
i I r ~ ' l a ~  throughout, PRICED TO hundred&eighty-four feet of= 2711 Tet rau l t  Street, Ter race ,  Br i t i sh  
SELL AT $34,500. road frontage, a 20x40 con. 1 British Columbia, on Saturday, 
=ON WESTVIEW, fourteen 132 ACRES approxlmately 35 crete blk shop, for Indus~rlalu June 4th, Columbia, between the hours of 4:00 
o 'c lock  in the a f te rnoon and 6:00 0~¢1o¢k 
in  the  a f te rnoon:  on F r iday ,  June  3rd ,  
1977, of  wh ich  every  person  is hereby  
requ i red  to  take  not ice  and  govern  
h imse l f  accord ing ly .  
J 
/ 




Murdo  Macdona ld  ~: 
Return ing  Of f i cer  :~  
lhundred sq. ft. Executive miles east of Terrace, 
lhome, three Bdrms, rock property on both sides of Hwy 
• fireplace, three bathrooms, 16, two creeks running 
music room. Beautifully through property, treed in 
• landscaped 1/= acre. VIEW BY birch and evergreens. PRICE 
- -  ADDI '~ IN* I "AA~NT NNI  Y ed,~.n~ nn M&~P A N  OFFER.  
use, AND a 3 ~rm. fu l l•  
basemtn home, self.contained • 
one bdrom suite, etc, etc, FOR • 
MORE INFORMATION= 
CALL US ANYTIME, the• 
orlce is only $48,000.00 II  
1977 between the hours  of 0:00 o 'c lock  in 
the  fo renoon and  8:00 o 'c lock  in the 
a f te rnoon.  
G iven  under  my hand th i s  lOth daY of May ,  1977. 
" THE HERALD, Friday May 27, 1977, PAGE A3 
AFTER PRO RAM"MOVED"' 
Chil'dr'en feel out in the cold 
• Probation officer Rob Wat~ said: "If you're writ ing into juvenile dellfiquent The class does not belong ways. They need the 
courts because of the people an art ic le  about the Intermediate school, remember ~.~ meet and hang around in the school,, chiefly 'discipline' provided by 
because of the attitude that people who don't want to sit . .. the kids. They are the ones affected by all th is." .,.,:~ :~..~.., :~,~. exists there, Martin feels, down and talk about it, 
The three remaining from "Kids aren't stupid. . They It's an attitude that per- because after all, asLesOrr ~i 
the Agar ~chool are still in react like they see adults vades the whole district, in says, "We can't keep them ~ :;~/'~i:~:ii~~i!i 
th.e school system. The ones react. And they know when his opinion; that these kids here forever." I there is something wrong, are hke Mafia members. Or they need a space and net aceountedfor a e out ef • P~RT 2." .Maybe a family is short for -the • hands ef school Theclusshastobeaplaee fime of their own where they. authorities. They are now themonth. Instead of sitting that offers not only can be respected and can b 
the responsibility of the Special report down and talking to the kid academics, but a place to talk and listen and just 
and telling him what the grow. That takes us back to develop in knowledge and ~ 
i~obation office, or human .by JoAnne Ames problem is, parents try to the beginning: with 11 " maturity.. resources, and their ! parents, hide it." children who were in the Perhaps it's a matter of 
"So the. kid reacts. • They Agar building all but survival. If they can't make 
• mere are  rumors that " Pierre Martin react to-everything, only disappearing. With six it, they have to go r some are living in shacks, 15 kids who will be the same. 
~:.., :~:: sheds, even stealing food to way next year. Youcansee to be made strong enough with more force and openess children ow m a school that elsewhere. The s~mingly- 
eat because they get no it coming. Some children and interesting enough for than adults. And they react views them as gangsters unanserable question is: £~ , 
money from either human have to be separated. They the children to want to like they see adults, react." because they are housed where? Where do you go 
Resources or home. One have to have a separate come. They have to be "Adults around here, within a building where when you're 10 years old? .... * ~ 
child is in the care of a place to go." offered something new and what do they do for fun? other teachers and students To juvenile court? To a 
woman in another city who In her estimation, some different every day, though. Theydrink. Sothekid starts deal with them and perhaps detention facility? Out  alifornia 
herselflshaslcallylivingon kids are simply nct ready to The spirit of the class must 'drinking. Adults think a don't have the patience or fishing because you can't Lettuce 
the street. An older girl is cope with regular school change from week to week. man is a real man if he the time or the incredible stand school, because it's 
thought to be going with situations for a variety of The fundamwntal change drinks a lot and has big energy it takes to discuss like banging your head 
"older men", drinking and reasons.. Someofthem odn't, he wants for the youngsters arms. That'swhat the kids their problems, against a brick wall to he 
think." ~'dating". ' want help. is respect. Tee argument runs  bo~! 1- there? 
'child-eareR°bert PierreworkerMartin,who theis Like Rob Watts, she feels "These kids ,are treated VOTE for i 
working with the present 
class at Clarence Michael, 
sayslt~ kids are becoming 
alchohol ies because  
"...that's what hey see their 
parents doing, their 
.,brothers and sisters, their 
brothers' friends of 21 and 
22/,• 
"What does the school 
.system offer them? A job? 
%at's what they're told by 
the schools., Stick around 
and get your diploma; that's 
the only way you'll get a job. 
They look around them and 
they see their friends, older 
ones, their cousins, their 
brothers, maybe their 
parents, Those guys 21, 22, 
and. they don't have jobs, 
Maybe they stuck it out in 
school, but that piece of 
paper didn't give them 
anything" 
'-'Kids ~ren't stupid. They 
see that. Why should they 
• stick around for something 
that won't get them any 
,place in a place that mey 
irate?. 
If the school system 
doesn't offer them anything, 
w~t  ~ViP~'~r?  
A y~S .t~.mo-ther, shose 
child was tn the in- 
termodiatesehool, says, "It 
seems us. if these children 
are not accepted in school. 
Or there's no place for them. 
They're hot accepted or 
they don't want to go.,, 
.%~he school being isolated 
us itwus (at Agar) wan ideal 
for Christina's methods. 
And at least the kids were 
• attending." Her foster child 
Was expelled rom school a 
few weeks ago for unac- 
ceptable behaviour. 
While the child.in question 
was at the intermediate 
schoak, his behavioor, and 
attitude were improving. 
Since the move, when he 
was put back into the 
"regular" system, he has 
seal. 
~hard  to say if you 
'get anyshere'. People who 
work with problem children 
would say there was 
] ,ogress; the general public 
I ig~t not." 
; A change, a step forward 
can be minute to an out- 
sider: perhaps saying 
'please' or 'thank you' for a 
first time. 
" l l ze  schools are doing 
their best;"-she said, ,bur 
.when the class was 
separate, it seemed to work 
out better." 
"It 's not the parent's 
fault, the school's fault, or 
thekid's fault entirely. But 
these kids need somewhere 
' to go. They're all different 
cases, but Rail boils down to. 
one thing. They're not going' 
to regular school."She said 
she recognized tfiat the 
program at Clarence 
Michael was working, that it 
was helping some ehildren. 
But what about the ones 
who were in theprogram at 
Agar school and have now 
dropped out of school 
completely? And what 
ebou~ the children that she 
~rsonally knows who are 
tween the ages of nine and 
13 who just don't want to go 
to school and who are noc 
going now? 
"Iknow of at least another 
AdM Mkqk 
I I I l i l l l l l l  
- L ,M I i I I  H i l l  M 
 umv 
there could be two separate 
facilities, one within a 
school and one apart from a 
school, such as the Agar 
building was. 
The class now in Clarence 
Michael has had a difficult 
time since the move in 
December because of the 
total change in staff that has 
come about wice in a period 
of six months. 
Les Orr, the sch()ol's 
principal, says that there is 
not really a program, as 
such. 
"If something works, 
we'll continue with it. If it 
doesn't, we try something 
new. Of course a change in 
staff affects these students a 
great deal, because the 
teachers must work so 
closely with the kids." 
There have been a few 
problems having the class in 
the school building. The 
kids use 'bad' language, and 
are described as in- 
considerate of other 
students in the hallways. 
They have no idea of per- 
sonal property, The Herald 
was told. -' 
"Generally, the other kids 
tend to ignore them. They 
seem to accept the, but they 
keep to themselves. Kids all 
have their own groups 
anyway, their own friends 
that they play with." 
"We've had the occasional 
scuffle on the playground, 
lout there's been no trouble 
that ~ve couldn't handle." 
"We have them doing as 
many regular school sub- 
jeets as possthle, I don't 
think there's nearly the 
pressure PUt on them as 
there is on the other kids. Of 
course, the ultimate threats 
we use on other kids here 
don't have any effect on 
th~ kids." 
"You can say to another 
kid 'we'll tell your parents; 
and they'll get worried. But 
these kids...we take a lot 
from them, a lot more than 
we do from the other kids." 
"In school they're not the 
kind of kids you'd think they 
would be, though. They 
don't throw great tantrums 
these days. Their problems 
are always compounded by 
police problems, the ones 
that re Teferred to ~e 
class." 
"We tbke eternal 
vigilance, so to speak, to 
make sure no big trouble 
arises." 
Orr feels there is no hope 
for the students if they are 
segregated now. I f  the 
authorities want them 
learning something besides 
reading and writing, they 
should ]put the students in 
"other restitutions". • 
The primary aim of the 
intermediate class is to 
sustain the interest of the 
children now enrolled. If 
they quit now, they certainly 
won't want to return in 
September, also child-care 
'worker Robert Martin 
worries. 
As much as he un- 
derstands the students' 
rejection of ~ palce that 
seems tooffer them nothing, 
be realizes that if they don't 
come to the class now, they 
will probably never return. 
He thinks the program has 
THE DISTRIOT OF KITIMAT 
" , IS SUPPORTING 
FAMILY MONTH 
with the following special Family activities 
Swims Sam Lindsay P~I  31.00 per Family 
Friday, May 27 7:30 - 9:30 P.M. 
Sunday, May 29 7:00.9:00 P.M. 
like they are gangsters, or 
killers, by the other 
teachers in .this school. 
"The reason kids are in 
this class is maybe the area 
they live in, the other kids 
they know. And their 
frustration is just coming 
out. There are lots of kids 
who have these feelings, but 
they just don't show it yet at 
school. They go along, from 
one teacher to another, 
every year...and then one 
day it cracks, and they don't 
want to go to school any 
more." 
That day puts them out 
wandering around the 
street maybe getfin~ Lh~m 
i ~.~ .- . . , ;~  ..: ~ ~.~x~., :  :~ 
Modern 4-plex. Combine 
revenue and security. In- 
teresting property for in. 
vestment. 4 units of 1200 sq. ft. 
each with fireplaces, ensuite 
plumbing, w. .w carpeting 
throughout. For more details 
call Horst Godlinski, 635.5397. 
Build your own cabin at the 
lake. Large lot with crook' 
which provides access to 
Lakelse Lake by boat. Has 
been cleared to build. Asking 
$11,000. Access • from highway 
25. Call Horst Godlinski, 635- 
$39L 
i 
A good solid home in very 
clean and fine condition. 1120 
sq. ft. Offers 3 bedrooms all 
carpeted, phone nook and 
planter. Fridge and stove 
included. Full basement has a 
4th bedroom and a rumpus 
room big enough for a pool 
table. A good yard for kids and 
dogs. Good location. Phone 
Frank Skldmore at 5.5691. 
You reeliy should view this 
home to appreciate its finer 
features. It offers a fireplace, 
3 bedrooms and full basement; 
of course, but the way it's put 
together is what makes this a 
truly fine home. Listed at  
$49,S00. Call Kelly Squires at. 
635.7616 for an appointment or 
more information. 
• FUll-time Mayor 
• Planned Incremental Growth 
• Promotion of Tourism 
• Efficiency and Expediency 
Ava,lab,l,ty tO Pubhc 
• Compatible Industries 
• e Innovative and Energetic Representation 
Sharon BISGS For MAYOR June4/T7 
Realty  Wor ld 
Member  Broker,, 
b r ing  you the i r  1 
A comfortable "starter" for 
the young at hea~ Quality 2 
bedroom home, big kif~ee, 
fireplace, w..w carpeting, big* 
fully-landscaped lot. Asking 
~,m. -For  appointment to 
view ~s  excellent home, call 
.H..Gedl|nski, 635.5397.. 
....  ?ii i 
A well built good ho~ne on 2' 
acres of land in the Gossan ~ 
Creek Subdivision. Double 
garage, root cellar and animal 
shelter, listed at $47,500. Call* 
Horst Godllnski at 635.5397 for 
more information. f.- 
An impressive home in a fine 
ne ighbourhood.  Of fers  
fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, double garage, 
paved drive and a well land. 
scapod lot. Asking $64,S00. 
Call me now for more in- 
formation, Kelly Squires, 635- 
7616/ 
Home with a view. i.ocamu at 
~15 WeB, law Drive. Has 
large lovely landscaped yard, 
double carport, patio, and 
fireplace. Call Frank Skid- 
more, 635.5691, to view. 
Good starter home. 3 bedroom 
bungalow on allan ave. calm 
to school and downtown. 
Presently has NHA mortgage. 
Asking S2e,S00. Call F.R 
.Skidmore. 
Ideal starter home for a young 
family. 3 bedrooms, 100 sq. ft., 
big S0'x200' lot. Asking only 
S21,000. For further details 
call Horst Godlinskl, 635.5397. 
EnIoY quiet evenings by the 
fire? This three bedroom 
home on Banner Street has a 
family room with fireplace 
and refreshment area. Also 
includes a main floor fireplace 
patio off the dining area and 
carport. Call Kelly .3quires 
635.7616 for an appointment to 
view. 
A drive by lust isn't enoughl 
This 1400 square foot home 
offers much more than the eye 
can see. Features like 
basement refreshment area, 
round acorn fireplace and 
dance floor In the i'ec.room. 
With a king.size master 
bedroom and large kitchen 
dining area on the main floor, 
this home Is a must on your 
viewing plans. Give me a call 
and I'll arrange a convenient 
viewing time for you. Kelly 
Squires 635.7616 or drop in and 
see it on "Realscopef'. 
635.4971 
PARK AV 
4615 Park Avenue 
E 
Close to schools. Nearly 1200 
sq. ft. on corner lot. Extra 
bedroom and 'family room in 
basement. Fireplace, ensuite 
bathroom, sundeck, carport, 
paved drive. Located on Scott 
Avenue In pleasant neigh- 
borhood. Asking only S53,000. 
Call & inquire from Frank 
Skidmore regarding this 
Multiple Listing. 
Three bedrooms, bright kit. 
chert dining area, fireplace in 
the rec-room and spare 
bedroom in the full basement 
are lust the beginning. This 
home is situated close to 
schools and churches. Within 
walking distance of downtown 
and on a treed lot, it is a must 
for any home hunter. Ca II in to 
ourofflce and let's talk homes. 
Kelly Squires 635.7616"has all 
the dstails On this and many 
other Properties. 
Looking for a home on a quiet 
street? This could be Itl A 
fireplace on each floor, 
refreshment area in the 
recroom and a built.in shower 
next to the basement bedroom 
Brazenly scratching the sur- 
face; Three bedrooms and a 
patio off the dining area 
compliment he main floor of 
this home. Call Kelly Squires 
635.7616 and have a closer 
"look. 
N gALTlr LTD, 
ize 29  ° Head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Anjou Pears 
Was °n 4 Sl O0 [,::% s ..... a 
, I  I 
P r e m i u m  Bread  24SafeWaYoz. loaf 69  0 
Frozen Spinach  :ir 3 S,1.00 
lee Cream 
Lucerne 2  nl.49 Assorted 
With coupon 
at store. 
Kerne l  Corn  Town14 f.. oz.H°use 2~,89  o 
ks  Empress 2 9 9 '  Fruit Orin 48 fl. O*. for 
Fish & Chips 
Captains Choice Sl.3 9 Frozen Pollock 
30 oz. 
package . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  





Canada Grade A Sl.05 
6round Beef 
Great for Meat Balls 
Regular Quality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lb. 59 ° 
ride Detergent 
lb. S 
For Your Laundry . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ] 0 size 4, 9 
Sales in Retail Quantities Only. 
# 
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Your daily 
When are you going to get a comic section? 
There ought to be more sports. How about a stock 
market report? At least the editorials are local. 
Why isn't there more~:"  I news? 
These are just a few of the question s and com- 
ments we have received during our first month as a 
daily newspaper. And although we've received our 
share of knocks as well as kudos, the one thing that 
is clear is that people are truly interested in the 
paper and what is going on here. 
Sometimes we people in .#he "newspaper biz" are 
so busy nosing into other:'people's affairs that we 
neglect to mention our owm So we thought we'd use 
this space to let you know some of the things that 
have been happening at the Herald, what we are 
trying to dot, ~nd what we hope to accomplish in the 
future. 
First of all, the move from a weekly to a daily 
newspaper has not been an easy one. There have 
been a myriad of technical problems, tie.ups, 
breakdowns and the like. 
Not all of these problems have been overcome, 
but it is credit to the enthusiasm and determination 
of our staff that most of them have. 
Sure, we need more local coverage and we're 
going to get it. Sure we want a comic section and 
we're going to get that too. 
But the fact remains that we are now putting out 
an exciting, provocative newspaper every day - -  a 
newspaper that cares about the Kitimat-Terrace 
area and wants to meet the needs of its readers. 
We're never going to be the biggest. But we are 
determined to m='fke this the best community 
newspaper in British Columbia. 
Of course, we cannot do it alone. If we are going 
to keep on top of sports events, we need people to 
contact us, to tell us the score. We need leads and 
Ideas for good news stories, features and columns. 
We also need direct input in the form of letters to 
the editor. It's a great way of letting off steam, of 
sharing your concerns with your neighbours, or 
simply of providing information to the community. 
The dally Herald is truly something new and 
exciting. With our own press, five writers, an 
expanded advertising department, back shop and 
front office staff we can do all sorts of things that 
we could never do before. 
But most of all, we want to be part of this com- 
munity. So keep us on our toes. Don't let us forget 
and event or a sports score. Don't delay writing 
that letter to the editor. 
This is your newspaper. Your opinions count 
with us. Together we can make this paper work 
better and better. 
Budworms.gnaw 
Tom's credibility 
"Supported by outside authorities who are just as 
concerned about health and the environment as we 
are, the forest managers have prescribed spraying 
as the most effective and efficient way of arresting 
the spruce budworm problem," wrote Forests 
Minister Tom Waterland in a recent column. 
"We must perform this treatment on our heart, 
our forest. If we allow this budworm disease to 
progress, the pulse of British Columbia might 
eventually stop." 
Dramatic words indeed. 
In fact, the minister so firmly believed in the 
budworm spraying program that he threatened to 
bring In Pinkerton police to patrol the forests 
against dernonstrators. 
But now Waterland finds himself In a rather 
embarassing position. Having fought for months 
with environmentalists and community groups, 
over the spraying Issue the provincial cabinet 
Thursday decided to overrule him and place a one. 
year moratorium on the budworm spraying 
program. 
While applauding the sanity of the cabinet's 
decision, we cannot help but wonder in what 
position it places the forestry minister. 
If Wa'terland felt so strongly about budworm 
spraying that he was willing to bring in a private 
police force to enforce it, how can he now accept 
the humiliation accorded him by his own 
colleagues? 
What kind of credibility will he now have with the 
public? 
This is something that only Waterland can ac- 
curately determine. If Premier Bennett has not 
already determined It for him. 
7,  
Italy's baffl  °w;j ,ng political situati 
LONDON (CP) -- A 
year after its last election, 
Italy has again dived into a 
political scrimmage that 
has left most spectators 
baffled. 
Prime Minister Giulio An- 
dreotti--bead of a minority 
government--has been 
holding talks with other 
party leaders, trying to 
secure commitments to a 
limited program for the 
economy, law enforcement, 
education and regional 
development. But he needs 
support of the Communists, 
who until now have sup 
ported at least parts of his 
program but who now are 
wondering if they really mentary support from This week, however, .a 
want fuller participation i  Socialists and Social senior Communist party 
government. Democrats, and have won leader said the Christian 
The elation last June "benign abstention" from Democrats are proposing 
was, as usual in Italy, in- the Communists. privatoly far more than they 
conclusive. The Communist Andreatti has decided this are admitting,~ubliely, and 
share of the vote jumped to fragile arrangement is not that the talks are a sign of 
34.4 per cent from 27.2 per enough for the topgh something new and have a 
cent, but they Could not economic and social p rec i se  po l i t i ca l .  
overtake the 38.7 per cent programs that need un- significance." 
gained by Andreotti's dertaking, and he wants a The Communists have 
Christian Democrats, the firmer alliance, but exactly problems of their own in the 
party that has led all Italian what he is seeking has not present jostling. 
governments since the been made public. 
~gppu.blic was founded in The Christian Democrats To many -they have 
insisted during the election become a respectable and 
• campaign last year they responsible political party 
The Christian Democrats, would never share power in Italy, one that already 
their electoral support with the Communists, holds power in numerous 
weakened at the polls, have preferring, if necessary, to cities and regional govern- 
been governing with parlia- sit in opposition, manta. 
At the same time, they are 
losing their el~toral glamor 
as a new and different force, 
particularly with the labor 
unions and the students. 
Their leaders, once heroes 
among the young, have been 
criticized and even attacked 
in the recent spate of 
student demonstrations, 
particularly for their sup- 
port of economic policies 
that have done nothing to 
ease unemployment. _ 
By being drawn into tim 
swamp of middle-ground 
Italian politics, says a 
report in The Guardian of 
London, the Communists 
"are shown to be no more 
capable of vrodueing na- 
on 
tional'miraclSs than anyone 
else•" 
For well over a year, 
Communist leader Enrico 
Berltnguer has been 
describ|ng his strategy of 
"historic com~omise':-an 
alliance of Cbmmuniste, 
Socialists and Christians 
that eventually Would lead 
Italy tb socialism. 
As the inter,party dealing 
goes on, Berlinger'a 
followers are sensing the 
dangers o f  becoming 
directly involved m the 
count ry ' s  a lways -  
unpredictable political 
game; and of losing the 
voter support they had 
worked so hard to gain. 
" 'Hatchet  ! "" 
Business sPOtlight 
Relatively high labor costs 
hurt (;anadian furniture firms 
MONTREAL (CP) - The 
Quebec furniture industry, 
facing varied problems 
which include outmoded 
design styles and un- 
competitive prices on the 
retail market, is trying to 
plot a bettor future. 
"This year is cautious for 
manufacturers ,"  says 
Francine Jones, marketing 
manager for the 175- 
member Association of 
Quebec  Furn i tu re  
Manufacturers. 
Furniture companies in. 
Quebec suffer from high 
t ranspor ta t ion  and 
production costs, pushing up 
prices for Quebec-made 
furniture compared with the 
competition in  the rest of 
Canada and the United 
States, Ms. Jones, said in a 
recent interview. 
Some companies were 
forced to lay off workers 
during the winter due to 
owing inventories, but 
ve started to re.hire as 
the inventories decline• 
A l though.  many 
manufacturers are working 
on their own to improve the 
situation, they also are 
taking action thomgh the 
non-profit manufacturers' 
association. 
"The problem with this 
industryis that it's a fashion 
industry," Ms. Jones said, 
adding that many Quebec 
firms make furniture styles 
that don't meet modern 
needs and taste. 
Opposition comment 
High unemployment rates 
give no time for ho ida  
By DAVE BARRETT looking for summer jobs to 
Leader of the Official Op- help pay increased .tuition 
position fees and continue their 
While unemployment education. Their chances of 
continues to grow, the finding those jobs are 
government of British slimmer than ever before. 
Columbia is taking a It's both tragic and services. 
holiday, scandalous. That's not fiscal restraint. 
The Legislature ad- The Conference Beard of That's an unnecessary and 
journed for an Easter break Canada stated in a report ~mo~tive raid on your pocket 
on April 6. "It's still ad- IQst month that British . 
journed. And the premier Columbia is the only The only restraint hat's 
refnses to let MLAs know if province in Canada which been evident since this 
or when they'll be called has the potential to government was elected ha3 
hakc to do their job to get "generate sufficient new been in what you get for 
jobs to absorb labour force your tax dollars. You're not 
our economy back on the entrants", only paying too much; 
rails. 
Statistics Canada has just But the government is you're getting less for your 
reported that the number of taking a holiday. And while money. 
people without jobs -- in the the government takes its The economic indicators 
rest of Canada -- went down vacat ion ,  addi t iona l  show we're in a tailspin. 
slightly last month, thousands of . British The Construction Industry 
But in British Columbia, Columians are thrown out of Advisory Board has told the 
the number of people work. government that32percent 
of the provence's skilled 
looking for work is higher The finance minister says construction workers are 
than ever. The actual everything is "rosy" without work. 
unemployment rate has because the province's And the finance minister 
jumped to 9.5 per cent. books are sure to balance says everything is "rosy" 
(Seasonally adusted, it's 9.1 when he issues the fourth because he's going to make 
per cent.) quarter report. (That the books balance. 
Statistics Canada also report, by theway, won't be Instead of taking an ex- 
indicates that business ready until July or August tended holiday, the 
activity in other parts of the because the calculations are government should be 
. apparently a little .more implementing positive 
creasing.C°untry is slowly in- complicated tbannsnal this programs to provide the 
In British Columbia, the year.) employment opportunities 
only increasing activity is He says the government's , which are so desperately 
the number Of bankruptcy number one priority is needed. I'll be outlining to 
papers being filed -- the "fiscal restraim". Not jobs. you some of the options that 
bankruptcy rate continues This government didn't should be considered in my 
to accelerate, exercise much "fiscal next report from the 
Soon students will start restraint" when it slammed Legislature. 
I j s  
the brakes on the economy 
by increasing the amount 
you have to pay for in- 
surance, ferry service, 
medical care, electricity 
and a host of other essential 
These manufacturers now 
realize that they cannot 
market furniture of similar 
design but more expensive 
than products made outside 
Quebec, since retailers buy 
the leas expensive items, 
she said. 
EXPORTS OUT-  
NUMBERED 
Canada exported only 
$71•8 million worth of fur- 
niture to the U•S. in 1976, but 
improted $176.9 million 
worth. 
In 1976, domestic sales for 
Quebec-made household 
furniture reached $834.8 
million, compared with 
$719.6 million in 1975. 
The association ow is 
advising companies how to 
update some lines and in- 
troduce original designs 
that people will want to buy 
even if it is a bit more ex- 
pensive.. 
Quebec is Canada's 
second largest furniture 
manufacturer after Ontario 
with total shipments in 1976 
estimated at $500.8 million 
and 46,000 people mployed. 
But manufacturers  
complain they have gained 
little from the increased 
shipments because of higher 
transportation and labor 
costs. 
Labor costs in Canada re 
2 to 25 per cent higher than 
in the U.S., and productivity 
and volume is lower, Ms. 
Jones said. 
The associationrecently 
hired a (ransportation of- 
ricer to find ways to reduce 
shipping costs, particularly 
to western Canada where 
the costs can be nearly twice 
as high as U.S. rates. 
Where previously Quebec 
manufacturers shipped 
individually at high costs, 
by next month a new system 
will be introduced to allow 
several companies to co -  
ordinate shipping and 
reduce freight rates. 
The provincial govern- 
ment will cover the cost of 
setting up a shipping 
association •under the 





Montreal Le Devoir: The federal and private 
Canadian Radio-Television organizations form part of a 
and Telecommunications " ystem" which serves and 
Commission (CRTC) has reflects the unity and 
not yet condescended to identity of Canada. 
publish the guidelines for its An investigation of  this 
"quas i - jud ic iary"  in- 
vestigation unearth real or imagined 
of alleged sort will be hard-pressed to
separatist bias at Ra~lio-'- separatists. On the con- 
Canada. trary, it has prompted 
Reports have it that the grievances concerning 
population is upset by third-rate coverage offered 
Radio-Canada's presumed in outlying areas even 
partiality. The most com- though the remote regions 
mon complaint is that pay for the service in taxes 
Radio-Canada has not the and by their advertising. 
interests of the country at According to the wit- 
heart, nesses who have already 
What is being presented appeared before, the in- 
as an investigation of vestigatiug committee, the 
personnel .., may actually federal government would 
become an overhaul of the do well to open a more 
federal government's laws general investigation into 
governing communications the Canadian com- 
... of the CRTC itself, municatiens system." 
It is bizarre, not to say It would seem that the 
discriminatory, that the federal government is less 
government and the CRTC interested in the CRTC than 
have decided to go/over it is in increasing its own 
Radio-Canada "with a fine- power. -- Jean-Claude 
toothcomb toensure that all Leclerc, May 5. 
DOWN UNDER CHIEF 
BRISBANE (CP)  - -  A miles north of Brisbane, the 
retired accountant who capital of Queensland state. 
becomes leader of 750,000 He also is t~surar  of a 
Rotarians next year will be home for the aged in 
the first Australian to hold Nambeur, a member of the 
that pesit/on in 30 years, foundation and investment 
The Rotary International committee of the Methodist 
has chosen Clement William Church in Queensland and 
aithleyRenouf, 55, president deputy chairman of the 
e organization for the board of International 
year starting July1; 1978. House, a residential college 
Renouf, currently on the at University of Queensland. 
group's finance committee, As president, Reneuf will 
has spentmost of his life at be based at Rotary In- 
Nambeur, a pineapple-and ternntlonal headquarters at
sugar cane-growing town 60 Evanston, ill. 
i i  
Voice of the readers, : 
,G  
Interest charges 
a major expense 
Dear Sir: crease which is more just. 
It was with some interest Surely the wage gap is wide 
that I read an editorial, enough now to permit 
copied from the Terrace "across the board raises." 
Herald, in our Daily Credit cards are our third 
Bulletin, on free enterprise, enemy. Atlenst6 per cent is 
In my humble opinion the added to the price of goods 
three greatest enemies of all to cover this service. Cash 
people are high interest customers as well as credit 
rates, the percentage card holders pay for this 
system, and credit cards• service. Should not cash 
A local example of the customers be allowed a 6 
first enemy, high interest per cent discount7 
rates, was when a H credit cards were not a 
referendum for a new lucrative business there 
R.C.M.P. building was would not be so many of 
passed. The money to be them in evidence. We, the 
spent on this building was wage earners, are the dupes 
$265.000. In their efforts to of our own economic 
have this referendum system. Our only power lies 
passes, an article appeared in our purchaslngpower. 
in our local paper stating Things would soon 
that the city would have to straighten out if we withheld 
pay $31,000 a year for 20 our desire to have goods 
years• This amounted to instantly and waited until 
$620,000. In other words we could purchase for cash. 
$355,000 was to be paid in The public has been 
interest!!! ~" brainwashed into thinking 
The "percentage" nemy that to deprive themselves 
is {is bad. Workers of unneeded goods is a 
negotiating for higher crime. I would rather live 
wages use this system which by the adage of "sav!,,ng a
is so unfair. A 6 per cent little for a rainy day as 
raise to a $20,000-a-year past generations have 
wage-earner amounts to a taught us. 
$1200 raise; to a $10,000-a- Our country would not 
year wage earner, it is $600. have the billions in debt 
Do prices in stores vary which is now stt'angliug our 
according to salaries economy. 
received?The lower wage As for "free" ente~rise, 
earner who really needs the nothingin this world is free- 
raise is bing discriminated not even competition. 
against. Thank you for allowing 
In twoinstancesthisyear, me this space in your 
unions have bargained for newspaper. ., 
an "across the board" in- Helen M. Duncan ' . 
.o 
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Re d's won't play Cubs officials 
u es p v,s,t Edmonton n I s o I,ce att e n d  EiD?:of:fi: ;NSA(s(s(s(oC:) = Ne dnWUn da yi.k l~Cl~gtal~ 
Th%mSd:~ivbe~uther~:cleare]~ OnMarTr~Yo:~d:~alit"dthd!°lbslmF~ne ~ The owner ahd general mediate suspension of However, he is not overly "No one," he noted, 
manager of the Terrace Powelchuck, whom he optimistic about his chances "wants to do anything about comment on reports that 
Reds says he will not allow accused of making obscene o~ getting the support of the Indian problem." their teams will be involved by a new NHL Edmonton 
his • team to play in gestures and attempting to either the league president L'Estrange hastened to in an expansion of the franchise, with the owners 
Moricetewn , unless the injure Reds' players in or the other teams on the the point out that his letter National Hockey League. of the two teams picking up 
police are in attendance. Sunday's double-header, circuit, has nothing to do with In- a small percentage in the 
Red L'Estrange said he As well, he told the "We're looked on as an dians. It has to do wtth "the 
will not risk l~aving his president he Reds would outsider in this league," he turkeys" who come into" 
players, most of whom are not play in Moricetown explained. Terrace with the idea that 
Juniors injured by players unless he was given Th is  is the fourth season they can drink in the dugout 
like John Powelchuck, the assurance that police would and insult the home team 
Edmonton Oilers owners 
Nelson Skalbania nd Peter team. Bassett and Smith would Pocklington arrived here on 
Skalbania's private jet at not say why they were here. 
1:25a.m., accompanied by Smith said only: "I 
the club has compedted in John F: Bassett, owner of thought Edmonton was the 
Moricetown Cubs' first the Bulk]ey Valley league, and the fans, be era- Birmingham Bulls, and shortest reutebotweenNew 
Prior to that, Terrace was in Ballard F. Smith, vice- 
ba . . . .  attend the game. His team 
seman w~En whom would foreit Eames if phasixed. York and San Diego." 
L'Es.trange had  a eboving necessary, he sai"d, the Pacific Northwest president and general man- All four said published re- 
ports that the Oilers would maven last~unoay. The ~ owner told The league until it folded. ' ' LETTER ager of San Diego Mariners. he in the NHL next season 
_L' E s t r. a n g e . .s a i d Herald that in his opinion L~Estra~ge said he knows 
" "  " n t'owe~cnucK acts race a the Moricetown teams be ie looked upon as a Robert Kester They were returning from were not accurate. 
animal on the field" and (Cubs and Grizzlies) donot "radiear' in the Ieague and President of the Bulkley Sabres k S i th  
dellv'erutel tries to injure helongin the Bulkle'Vy alley will not likely get both Valley Baseball League sac  m 
opposing ~ayers. ~ league . requests fulfilled. None'the- Smithers B.C. 
,Busica]l~, he might be a l~e safd teams that go less he is making an effort On behalf of the Terrace 
hell of a me• guy, I don't BUFFALO (CP) -- there to ay have to change because he doesn't like to Red's Baseball Club, Buffalo Sabres announced 
know, but on the field he in thePlbush and the see any sport cheapened by n/ember team of good 
acts like an ammal," he • . " Moricetown diamond he unsportsmanlike conductr Thursday that coach Floyd standing in this league,. I '  Smith's contraet with the 
saia. • deseribedas ,,a pfle of rocks ~ be claimed, strongly request hat Jonn 
L'Estrange sent a letter up on a hill." He admitted candidly, (the text of which is printed He said he hopes to hear that the  problem is Powelehuck be suspended RED L . 'ESTRANGE National Hockey League team will n t b  renewed from further participation. 
below) to Bulkley Valley from Kester before June 6 especially dilicate because in this lesgue, due to his after it expires Wednesday. Hockey League 
RaseballLeague President when the • Reds 'are almost a l l themembersof   lleyball brass  obert Ksster of Smithers. scheduled to visit both Moricetown teams are conduct and actions during ~'( "This does not mean Springfield Indians of the 
the course of two league 
Init, ha requested the im- Moricetown. Indians. ,games inTerraeeSunday ~ 7able to agree 
Benchwarmer  c/ :,uts " '1 
Both expect o retur~ to the 
city Tuesday, after the U.S. 
holiday weekend• 
Smith, who played for 
Imlach with Toronto Maple 
Leafs 6f the National 
and 
Floyd' associati n wiLh the American League, c ac d 
Sabres is necessarily on- the Sabres' AHL farm club 
deal," said Sabres general at Cincinnati before taking 
manager Punch Imlach. over as Buffalo coach in 
His raising and lowering "We arekecpiug all avenues 1974. 
of an index finger on both His NHL-cnached teams 
bands on several occasions, VANCOUVER (CP) -- Art open." 
game-winning homer 
Royle Stillman, a seldom- tion, Mike Krukow hurled a Philadelphia Phillles. Dave 
used designated hitter, six-hitter for his first major- Rader's two~ut single in the 
doubled home one run and leagneshntoutandcomplete ninth inning enabled St. 
scored another, leading game and scored the only, Louis to forge a 3-3 tie. 
run on a baseslnaded walk in Tom Paciorek and Jeff Chicago White Sox to a 4-3 
victory over Milwaukee 
Brewers in Thursday's only 
American League baseball 
game. 
Winner steve Stone, 5-3, 
scattered seven hits over 
seven innings and pitched 
out of several jams for his 
fourth consecutive victory. 
The Sox scored what 
the sixth inning as Chicago' 
Cubs edged Steve Rogers 
and Monireal Expos 1-0. 
Rogers had retired 13 con-' 
secutive batters when he 
gave up a leadoff walk to 
George Mitterwald in the 
sixth inning. Two outs later, 
Grog Gross singled and 
Larry Biittner beat an in- 
field hit to-lnad the bases be- ~oved to be the winning run 
m the eighth, taking a 4-2 fore Bobby Murcer walked 
lead on singles by Richie on four consecutive pitches. 
Zisk and Jim Spencer and a Grrya T~mnl~tn_ r - ' -   . . . . . . . .  ~lnRhJ~l 
sacrifice fly by pinch-hitter a run.~u,neincr twn-n.t einul~, 
Lamar Johnson Sal Bando off ~,"n'n'~! o~.~,v~.~...~p~,~ 
_ml . .d~.  9ae, y_homered for....Sizemore s glove.in the 10th 
~wauKes. inning to give St. Louis 
In National League ac- Cardinals a4-3 triumph over 
Today's Games 
National League 
Pittsburgh at Chicago 
New York at Philadelphia N 
Montreal at St. Louis N 
Houston at San Diego N 
Burroughs clouted two-run 
homers to power Atlanta 
Braves to an [I-3 victory over 
San Diego Padres. 
• Paeiorek'e homer came in 
the fifth inning off reliever 
Tom Griffin, 4-3, snapping a
3-3 deadlock. After Vic 
Correll drew a walk, 
Paeiorek put the Braves 
ahead to stay with his third 
homer of the season. 
Burroughs increased the 
lead to 7-3 in the sixth when 
he sent his llth homer of the 
year into the left-field eeats 
after Junior Moore walked. 
Andy Messersmith, 4-1, 
pitched seven innings and 
stopped the Padres on four 
American League 
California at Toronto N 
Texas at Milwaukee N 
Seattle at Detroit N 
Oakland at Cleveland N 
Minnesota at Baltimore N 
directed at our dugout and 
on two occasions, directed 
toward the fans was in very 
poo r taste and almost in- 
'cited some of the fans into 
coming onto the field. ONly 
the cool control of the 
ounds keeper kept the 
at the north-end gate 
from getting free and 
making matters far worse. 
His abusive language 
directed at players and fans 
can not bs tolerated in 
future. On two occasions 
after taldnga throw to first 
base, he deliberately stayed 
on the bag throwing a body 
check at the base runner. 
Powelehuck was involved 
in an altercation at second 
base (not a double play 
'situation) at which time be 
deliberately went out of his 
way to injure one of my ball 
players and was given a 
warning by the infield 
um]tpire. 
baseball is to remain 
the fine competitive game 
that it is and further enjoy 
the good reputation and 
standards the teams in mis 
league have worked so hard 
to maintain and if we also 
are to ask fans to come eut 
and watch, I have no doubt 
Willms, president of .the 
Canadian Vol leybal l  
Association, ,said Thursday 
he is disappointed that 
national team coach Bill 
Neville is quitting, but he 
can't see Nevillds demand 
for a greater commitment 
from the association and 
government being met im- 
mediately. 
Neville resigned Wed- 
nesday in frustration, 
saying the program needs 
more money, jobs and 
security. He said four 
members of the mens' team 
'moved to Winnipeg "with 
bij| promises," but can't 
fit d jobs. 
Willms said he will meet 
Neville in Winnipeg next 
week, but added that the 
money the coach wants 
spent on the program is not 
available. 
"I don't want to lose him 
because he is a great coach, 
but I also have to 
realistically look at the 
situation," said Willms. 
"The national team i~ only 
part of the whole volleyball 
program and we can only 
Seeing 
give it so much money." 
He said about $200,000 will 
be spent on the national 
team this year, about 
$100,000 of which will come 
from Sport Canada. 
Noting that Sport Canada 
has about 60 sports to fund, 
Willms sa id  volleyball 
doesn't yethave  the 
recognition in Canada that 
would bring it larger grants. 
He said the association 
consists mainly of volun- 
tears and it is looking to 
improve the calibre of 
volleyball throughout 
Canada, which will even- 
tually mean a better 
national team. ' 
Willms said he hopes to 
have more money for 
volleyball raised in Van- 
couver, Winnipeg and 
Toronto, cities where na- 
tional teams now are 
training. 
He said the organization is ' 
trying hard to improve the 
position of the national 
team, now ranked 10th in the 
world• 
Both Imlach and Smith liad won 143 games, lost 62 
left the city soon after the and tied 36 in regular season 
announcement and were not play. They were 16-16 in 32 
wailable for comment, playoff contests. 
I 
Behlen-Wiokes Building Systems 
REQUIRES A 
OONTRAOTOR 
u- - -  , I f t  &h,, , ,  Maw * )R  
Cornn~encing JUNE 1st, 1977, the Terrace 
offices of the MINISTRY OF LABOUR: 
LABOUR STANDARDS PROGRAM 
APPRENTICESH!P TRAINING PROGRAM 
HUMAN RIGHTS PROGRAM 
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM 
will be located at: 
2nd Floor, 4548 LAKELSE AVENUE, 
. . . . . .  .....~.~.....~.............~.....~v...~.:.~.~.:~:.:.~.:~:.~.~.~.:~.:.:.:.~:~:::.:.:.:::.::::::~:::~:::~:~::. ,%,•%%% • • • ,•  • ,  • a .o .• . , . J . •o• . , . , .O . ,o , .•oOo . °  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
a4b.._ Home of the KUTNIBAGO 
~LTI - ~T~ TOTEM TOWING AND HIAB SERVICE 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
2914 SOUTH KALUM ST. BUS. 635.6189 
TCOOAr~ n c VaC. ~M6 RES. 635-2689 
AND 
SoK.B. AUTO SALVAOI  Llrll, 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . , , ,  • • • • • • , ,  -,.,%.o-,.••,.,',-,',',',;,;,,%,,,,,,%,,'o',',%',',',',',%%%','?:?~,/, 
; .:;*..:. .:,:;:.:;:;:.:;:..v...,.v.:.:,:.:.:.:......,.....'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .................................... 
FREE TELETYPE GOOD UEED CAR & 
9ERVICE TRUCK PARTR 
S. K.B. 
AUTO SALVAGE LTP. 






In the Lounge 
competitor. I'm going to 
hire him as a pitching coach 
when be'quits just to teach 
that pitch because the was because it had a 
umpires never cal l i t . . ,  ex- smudge on it. He throws a 
eep~ once, when I had him, heckuva fork ball." 
! 
Atlanta at San F rancisco.N Chicago at New York N that you, as president, will r ~n tL ~ 
Cincinnati at Los Angeles N Kansas City at Boston N use your power in enforcing I 
good sportsmanship and d b l  
dea l  with this p layer  OU e of  Ter race  ~ 
Perry throwing spit? quickly. Further concerning the PARIS "(AP) -- The • Char ter  Member  Ter race  above player, I personally Gullikson twins from 
bad togototheirdugouton Onalaska, Wis., battling . L ions  . i17 Years  
NEW YORK (AP) -- The they called it." "He's got everyone two occasions and demand a their way through the 
baseball season would not Since Martin managed psyched out," said umpire game ball after the third French Open tennis • B.C .  Director  Ye l lowhead.  
,be official until someone him, someone wanted to Art Frantz. out.~ .... I .  am' sure. ,.Mr..championships, areas alike l i | ' ahwauAJsoetat io~t  , r :  I Complained that Gaylord know if he also knew all Of Graig Nettles and Chris Powelchuck woulfl not nKe as two trees on the unamps . - -  ~, ~" Perryof Texas Rangers was Perry's hiding places for Chambliss of the Yankees to face a charge of theft. Elysees. . doing something illegal to what everyone claims is a played with Perry in . Following these incidents The only way the Parisian M~MZ'M)B~]IM|M~.NkTd[~.][~.][I the balls, jelly:like substance. Cleveland and both insist he ff and when the...Redsare fans can tell them apart is [ , , . , . , ,~zt2 . .~ . .~-~, ,L ,~, ,  
The baseball season ow "Sure," Martin replied, puts something on the ball. Scheduled to meet me uuos that Tim wields his racket 
• "His eyebrows, his "It's no secret," 'says in ' Moricetown, we want with his right hand and Tom 
is official, sideburns, the side of his Chamblles, "but the tun- assurance that the police is a southpaw. 
• New York Yankees did the punts, the back of his hair, pires act like they don't will be in attendance during Tim hit his way past South 
complaining Wednesday everywhere. You don't hink know what it is. Hehides it the course of ~e eintire Africa's Ray Moore on 
night after Perry whipped he rubs his eyebrows for all over his body. It's a games. We will noc Mr- Wednesday, which meant 
' them 14) on six scattered singles in the second game good luck, do you? You mixture of jelly and sweat."" ticipaie at any time in me the two brothers have 
stand next to him and he , And what does Perry future with any team that reached the second round. - -  - 
Of an American League - to  ,, ~:~meUmaeSn~lOqwU~rldurwl~t~h ~ "" -smells like a clrugsre. think about this latest 
doubleheader. Stand next to an umpire, greaseball goround? ; " 
"Sethrewa lot of grease- though, and Perry comes "I really respect Billy," ]~estiaUonpull°urelubfr°mfield f players from other U N d e [ "  Na | IA J '  J a M a g e J e M t  
balls, no queqtion about it," out smelling like a rose. he says.. "But he'd do 
said Yankee manager Billy . "I must have checked the anything to beat me. . .  and. teams act intoxicated or r~ r W 
Martin, who managed ball 18 times," said Al I'd do anything to beat smell of liquor. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ' ':':' ' ' ':"' ':':' ' ' ' ':' ' ' ' ':':' ' ~:':' ' ' ':': 
Textm and Perry in 1975. Clark~ the plate umpire for him•" L. Red L'Estrange 
"But he's one heckuva Perry's latest pitching ' ' , STEVENBK AUTO REPAIRS  
felt any slippery stuff. The N UIIUIC only time I threw a ball out 
oEl/~ Years  as  A lderman 
i 
• 24 Year  Res ident  
VOTE 
. . . .  8307 N~acleod Trall S.W• 
:~' • " " CALGARY, Alberta 
T2H OM2 
Behlen-Wiokes Buildinz Systems 
TO BECOME A BUILDER- DEALER IN 
THE Kitimat - Terrace area. 
Must be able to offer a. turn key operation. 
Inquiries should be forwarded to: 
.o 
, . , , . .  . .  • : - 
i 
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YEAR OF THE QUEBECOIS * 
 .N< 0.!e d!nqeUeS w in  Avco 
qu~ niB~e~: er 
Quebec Nordiques fired s~ Bernier in defeating e ou~r i  
the World Hockey As- Mil]or scored for Win.peg, three m|nutes before the the start of the second fightlngmaj~i°~/~igoTs In ~t:  d co~er o~therlak/~¢~ri~to~e%de°~f~l~dTnt a~de I L nr- t  -OCnt_r seciation final .,iedos and Labranten in the second .me ended, that Bernier period, intercepting-an or O o Mall 
their first Aveo World period and MiHer at I4:09 of had won the play0~ most attempted pass by . in-  n 
• ztopny, the third after the msue was valuable player award, nipeg s Ulf Nlleson in the referee Ron Harris : 
The Nordiques get goals leng decided. He scored a record 14 .lots zone and firing the puck The Jets slipped into the I W E - - l y E 1  
• .. from Bob Fitchner, Marc Acrowd of ll,461eheored goals and had a record 35 pest Daley's glove side at ll first of their prolonged 
on the Nordiques as they assists for 49points, another seconds, periods of defensive 
more than .avenged a 12-3 mark. Cloutier also fired his Tardif cruised across the disorganization in the en- 
loss in the sixth game in 14th goal of the pl~yoffs, front of the Jets net just 59 suing minutes and the No.r- 
diques capitalized when 
' Cloutier fired his 14th 
Tardif, Real Cloutier, J. C. 
Tremblay, Norm Dube, 
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RED'S around the mound playoff goal at 6:29. Garry 




Shoc:K ; and slimy tittle freaks 
Running latethis week. 
Two shocks in one week are too much for an old 
buffalo like me. Heard a guy downtown tell a friend 
-he didn't know who the Terrace Reds were. He " 
probably doesn't know where Kerr-Rotary Park is 
either, For that matter, he probably thinks Mush. 
ville is where the action is. Too bad about that. 
You missed it last Sunday fellow, but you could 
catch it this Sunday as theReds are at home again 
at Kerr-Rotary Park where they take on the 
Grizzlies. 
Second shock: The Cubs stole one last Sunday as 
they whomped the Reds in the second game. There 
was some baseball played after the pushing con- 
tests and arguments and after plate umpire 
Kilborn cleaned out the Cubs' dugout. Suds are for 
after the game. 
That's right girls, David Hamilton did belt a 
three.run shot over the centre field fence. Not.e 
bottom of posters around town "Go Reds Go." 
Sharon Biggs, if elected, will not plant marigolds 
around the mound. 
Thanks to the thief who climbed the backstop 
Sunday night and stole one of the speaker horns. 
Nice going you slimy little slob. You're probably 
the one who put 17 cents in the collection box while 
you eye-balled the speakers. I'll lust bet you're a 
slimy little freak who sponges off your parents. Or 
did you score on the welfare people to buy a CB uni.t 
and now you need a horn for under the hood of your 
oil.burning little buggy: 
Hear the mushballers - excus6 me -the Cedar 
Kings triumphed over all the pillow fighters at 
Houston. Nice going guys. Got to hand it to you. I 
also hear you're looking good. So does the CFTK 
team. 
Seriously though, it's a lot of work running a ball 
club and be it fastball or baseball, we all need the 
fans. So, may you be blessed With good weather 
Mushville. 
Applications for hockey school at Enderby are at 
Marg's Billiards for the asking. The school is under 
the supervision of Joe Tennant and he expects to be 
able to help with players for next season. 
Joe says there are a •lot of 19 and 20.year.old 
hockey players there who want to play Somewhere 
next season and here sound like a good place to 
play. , • 
If there ape .some good ones we Intend to go out 
and get them,  That's the word Mr. and Mrs. 
Hockey fan. 
The best hot dogs'in town are the ones you buy at 
the ball games. See.you there. 
KMHA/ z rows out constitution 
The appointment of 10 
. ': dircfors and the 
; . .  preparation of a budget 
. for next season are the 
-p r io r i t ies  for the new 
" Kifimat Minor Hockey 
i_ . Association executive, 
- •says pest president Jack 
i Cooper. 
Cooper, this year's vic 
:. chairman told The 
! Herald the drawing up of 
"--~abudget was not man- 
- datory until the o ld  
: constitution was tossed 
• out and replaced at the 
: association's general 
meeting May 16. 
. . . . .  Under the new con- 
stitution, budgeffing is 
: •.:obligatory and I think it's 
• a good thing. In previous 
: years we have just flown 
by the seah of our pants," 
he explained. Rather 
- '.than.elect Individuals to 
specific posts, this year 
the association chose a 
board of six members. 
Three elected for two 
year terms while the 
other half will serve 
terms of one year only. 
At the executive 
: meeting Tuesday, the six 
: were named to their 
• . respective positions. 
Hank de Goeifj was 
: selected chairman with 
Cooper and Gord Stock- 
man as his vice chair- 
men. Jan Mosdell will 
serve as secretary with 
Ran Freed and Ken 
Calder as treasurer and 
• execut ive  d i rec tor  
respectively. 
Cooper said the new 
system spreads the 
workload as well as the 
" joy" more evenly than 
the system it replaced. 
"The board concept is 
the coming thing," he 
noted. 
With the staggered 
I onloamnli I :o M.:O pM 
terms, there will always 
be three members of the 
beard to maintain con- 
tinuity from year to year, 
Cooper pointed out. 
The old constitution, 
which was."put together 
in a rush" was "airy and 
redundant," the past 
president said. 
The newly- formed 
Northwest Regional Arts 
Council has scheduled a 
full day of lectures, 
discussions and en, 
tertainment around its 
f irst annual general 
meeting this Saturday. 
Six top administrators 
in  the British Columbia 
art field will speak during 
the all-day affair. 
Beginning at 9 a.m. 
with registration, the 
council has scheduled 
three 'speakers in the 
morning and three in the 
afternoon with group 
discussions, a luncheon 
and the council's general 
meeting in between. 
Paul Robin, the lead-off 
speaker is tour 
development officer of 
the Touring Office of the 
Canada Council. He Will 
right point and Cloutler 
managed to deflect the puck 
behind Daley after the Jets 
con]dn'..t control it in ~their 
• end. 
Labraaten put Winnipeg 
on the scoreboard at 8:$9 
with a high chopper that 
beat Brodeur from a sharp 
angle to his right. Lariviere 
failed to control the puck for 
the Nordiques on the play, 
but Quebec ame back wi~ 
Tremblay's goal on a sho~ 
from outside the Winnipeg 
blueline.. 
That goal could have 
taken some of the tight'out 
of the Jets, but it was after 
the next Quebec score, by 
Dube at 1S:9S, that the 
Nordiques eemed to sense 
the game was theirs. • 
The fans had appeared 
confident for some time, but 
when the Nordiques poured 
df the bench after Dube's 
goal, they spent almost as 
much time congratulating 
everybody as they did I)ube. 
Paulin Bordeleau put 
Quebec ahead 6-1 at 18:41 of 
the middle session after 
taking Bernier's drop pass. 
A wide-open first period 
saw both teams miss plenty 
of scoring chances as the 
Jets tested Brodeur 12 times 
and quebec took seven 
drives at Daley. " 
quebee 's  Cur t  
Brackenbury was robbed 
twice by Daley and Tardif 
and Steve Sutherland had 
Northwest College covers the region from Queen charlotte Islands to 
Houston. The major physical facilities are. in Terrace, bu~ there are 
substantial programs in the other communities in the College region. 
Total full and part-time enrollment is about 1500 students. 
The College will make appointments to the following positions: 
Engligh Ingtruotor Sooiolo|l Ingtruotor 
Duties: To instruct first and second year University Transfer courses. 
The appointees may be expected to instruct in sevei'a I communities and a 
considerable amount of travel and evening teaching may be required. 
Qualifications: M.A. minimum. 
Salary: In accordance with scale to be negotiated with the Faculty Union. 
other good opportunities for 
be foFIowed by Brian Arts Showcase. Ad- the Nordiques. Anders Box 726 
Paisley, a consultant with mission to. this part of Hedberg and Bobby Hull Terrace, B.C. 
the B.C. Drama program is $2. ' were foiled at the other end V8G 4C2 
of the Coliseum ice. 
Association a ndlistresandD Con-;i°nthe°f  EN & 0 U R R J 
aisle'Llndberg,Will 11!.. . , 4846 UIKELSE AVE.  . " 
Leisure Services D[vsion 
of the Ministry 
Recreation 
servation'. 
Following Paisley will 
be Ted 
supervisor of Programs 
for the Vancouver Art 
Gallery. Llndberg 
supervises "out -o f :  
gallery" pFograms for 
the province. 
In the afternoon, Betsy" 
Lane, chairman of the 
B.C. Arts Board and 
president of the Canadian 
Conference of the Arts 
will speak on the role 
played by the B.C. Arts 
Board in the provincial 
arts framework. 
Stephen Chitty, an 
administrator with the 
B.C. Touring Council and 
Sylvia Holland a staff  
member of Circle Craft 
Artists' Co.0Perative will. 
completed the speaking 
program. 
The event will conclude 
with a show put on by the 
Northwest Performing 
Tile PLAYllOUSE TliEATilE CENXilE OF B.C. 
72 MISS I T I  
UMDER 
THE 
. . .  a madcap, contemporary farce... 
R.F .M. LEE THFATRE 
Fr iday ,  June  3rd  
8 :00  P .M.  
Tickets available at 
McColl ,Real Es ta te  
; :  " L 
Earl /0hJ ldhood lduoation In i t ruotor  
Duties: To instruct in the College Early Childhood Education" 
Programme. The appointee may be expected to instru-" in several 
communities and a considerable amount of travel and teaching may be 
required. 
Qualifications: B.A. or M.A. in E.C.E. and preferably with experience as 
a Pre.school or Day Care Supervisor. 
Salary: In accordance with scale to be negotiated with the Faculty Union. 
Appointment Date for all positions: August 1S, 1977. 
Apply with curriculum vitae and names of references to: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  - ,O :  ~:.)f,,~ b f lO3 '>.  
Dr. D.V. George, Principal " ,"' 
Northwest Community College 
SPACIOUS HOME "- r~.OSE TO Sa.10OLS' 
,~.:,,~,~::. ~:::;:, ,, : : .  :F~:., ! In excellent axldltlon this 3 bdro~ 
. holm has ~w carpeting, fireplace, 
attached carport, mnlt. has flr4nhed 
rec, rm, extra bdrn~, b~nn. & large 
v~ksh~ storage arm. Lot Is land- 
scaped and driveway Is pav~. Phone 
Rusty Llun~ tO VI~Nv. 
~ . , ~  - 
IWA~ACULATE OONDITiON 
Only 3V~ ~am o~d on the Bmch. Two 
lovely vlrepla~l. ~ moving and, 
Q~ntact ~ cr Rusty Lluagh' 
for ftslhlr InhrmatloR 
=o 
Large roomy home cn hormfe~u~l~Jnkmllvlng r~m~th! 
If lr~8~, vlry lonle dining ~ Plu~l 
Full ~ has 4th Iodrm., flfllil~l.i 
11111 hl~ll Is {fuatld cn ~ t/~ acre 
• ~ ~_ .L~ ~ In "n,a.,~,:. ca, 
:~ J .  OONSTRUCTED HO&~ ON 
TUCK 
ONn~ wishes I0 buy In Wince George, 
R'mmt offers to Bert ll.iw~ul~, ~ 
b e ~  full boslmmt, ,p~l 
~. c~e to ~c~,og, s.. 
WER AN ACRE OF @OQD SOIL. 
11~Is 2 bdrm home non omcrMo foun- 
datbn & has been recopy renovated 
Rmx~hout. Lawn & fru~ tr~s ~us k~. 
Of room for garden. Drive by 4910 
Graham & call DvmM t,~'Q~l to ~tew. 
AskJng S29R00. 
~:~;~. !~,#/ ;~,~;~&~: .y ' - '~! : : :  ABSENTEE OWNER ANXIOUS TO I Attractl~ thnm ~ home ~lth I _ ! ' '~i'~ 3 ~ MI  blmt, 41h __l~__ln mrm. 
~ ~ ~ S E I J .  ' I ~ M I I  to ~11 ~n~tlng, Alan m l d l m l l ~ ~ L o ~ y m o d ~ n ~  W x ) ~  
........ 4 bdrm, full .bEret, 2 up & 2 down, all . . . . . .  _ ~r lo r  for MW inml~w~n¢t, Itorege '1 room In beret. _ l~u~l..P/r~m L~s.~J)lt'm. 
m i a m i  bdrmsandllvmor~mnicelymflpMed.~ I11 , .~  and I I~ 'y  ~ and an att ld~l' l  cablm~ 2 full I~r tx~s .  ln.,I..mmT. 
.mlg~ i~'cem yl~_asl~ml~2o . . . . . . .  . ........ neorschoo ls ln ln l~ lyd~ore~'  , , " " ~ "~ enlentlocatlm Ca l l~  Ave - ~.~n¢ ~.  ! ~ ~ ( ~ . . ~  R~ne sat LIm~ ' ' Ln~a)mo. caw . 
I 511erloan. 
. ' ' / ' I I , . . . . . .  . 
FOUR LEVEL 
SPANISH 
'. Jo,hn Currkm 
L.AKEL.SE LAKE RECREATIONAL. 
PROPERTY 
"A" f ra~ mttaga wffil cmv~nlmt road 
ac~ss wst shore of lake, lovely 70' 
frontage, vm'y Mfe shoreilne. Call' 
Bob Sheridan for more details. 
I I A'n'RACrlVE NATURAL. 
l~U~ Iv  rm plu~ roe.tin, wflh wet bar, I ~ IM;TERIOR 
blhrrt~ buklls the main r rn ,  p lus ;  ~.. ~ ........ " ~ ............ 
laundry rm at ground lev~, delightful t "  
rm. to sundeck, l~tl° (ms  from dlnlno 
Glvo Bob .~Idan a call. ~'ng '  I~', " ~ ~  
NEAT, (:LEAN, UKE NEW 
Snllllr full Izmt. home. 2 bdrms, on 
naln floor, 3rd bdrm In bsmt. Nicely 
carpeted, attached carport, d~Ightful 
kJtchen. Fenced yards large garden 
area. Priced In tbe 30's wllh benk rn~ of 
$31,000 1hat rnny be as~11ed. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
PRICE SLASHED - MUST SELL 
1his 2 bdrm home Is i152 sq. ft. v~ 
b~,  CalXXt, large LR & DF 
separate family 1"ODin off kll 
Locatod neer G~f Course. Fe 
I I  
LAKE YEAR 
Ir~-tlvo honl. Addl~ a low gD,~0. Will 
HOUSE WITH THE WORKS 
A real fan~ly home with well to ~11 
carpeting, eating area In the kltch~l, 
' ~ ~ndeck, emulle plun~ng and a 
flnlmod rumpm mum, b(drmm and 
fan~ly play area In the Iomemmt as w~l 
deviated In lawn, garden am, 
md thedr l~y  Is paved. "lhe'e Is even 
a ~ play-house for the children. For 
vlew~ng4~one Rusty Llunoh. , .  
• THE EXTRAS,  
liT IN 
635.$1~.$. Bob  Sheridan" 635-2~64 
FENCED 
12'x60' Frgetlel" I~ l le  hohle m 
residmliel Iof'm Hun St. Fuml~mL 
HaD garclm thed and gardm louis ind. 
1 TIs 2 Morey home fMtur~ 2 IxXn'~. m uppw level, ~ L..R. ~th fireplaces D.R., rnodom R~NIb large ~ 
k~Rr level hutondlyrmv~ flrepla~. 
ancqhar full Mhrm., 3rd bdrm. & Idh:he 
, d~Ign~l al In-law ~ulte. Give B~ 
~'m'Idan I call ~* any local rmlt~. 
ML,¢ 
VERY DIFFERENT 
4913 Park Ave. .  a ~ plan that 
Seperatm rns~. bdrm v~th I~'¢w~ 
bqhrm from o~er 2 ~n~'  & ff~r 
b,w~ 12~ sq. ft. ~tth full blmt., 
quall~ carding, large sunde~ at. 
tached garage, paved c rcular 
drlvll~y. Call Bob S'nlrldan m thls ¢lw, 
I I 
bmanlmt IocatKI an 3 IoII wflh over .150 
ft. Of Imach, bem~lMly Iondlcal~d, 
~ round creek and an i~ la l l y  
~ o~m ~k vmrk .~ 1 ~n m, 
ft. with 1 garaga do~'. Home m 
i f l l~pl~, sun*pa*¢h ~ the ffldga end' 
~slove are Included. Contact Rulty 
i . k lu r~ to view. 
• ~1111 home II 1296 Iq. if., flnllMd up & 
do~n. Fe(dur~ Indt~le 2 fll'~laom,'3 
- '  full ~ I s~ ~l'l~rl, sundKk & 
mmy more e0dran. I=ull ~ Is flnlml~edi 
1o Include den, large ~ rm. wllh 
J wM bet, gamal rm., ~ & I~1"~. 
arm ~lu~ fully flnlll~l IIMldrY allB. 
OVER i2~ ~ FT. ' 
NALF B,~EMENrl" 
• F.P. 131~0 
I ~ I  Avequlet ~ below bm~l~ 
Three bedm(xl~ full biffS, i 
i bright Idtchan with bullt.ln dlsl~ml~r. 
Patio doors from dining I to r , l !  
sundock. Asking S42,900. Glm B~ 
Sharlden a call. 
Very ~ l~J~ 3 ~ family home an, 
st~r~e b~do at back of property., 
Feahns Include h~1olMor flrlplo¢l, 
~tlr, elec~ heM, d~l i large mh-an~ f~ye', M  
glazed, w-w & vinyl flc0rlk 1~1l home 
r(mlrm rnlr~" finishing touches 10ut Is" 
priced to setl at 131,500. Call D/~I~, i 
N~I  for appo ln~.1o  view, 
A well kept three bedroom, 1~68 
Glendale trallw In e(cellmtJ=mdltlm, 
set up In rite T1nt~rland Trallw Court 
V~th an attadled sundeck, fully sldrted,' 
~lnterlall~ hltch & ~lee(~, and th~ 
Pr01Nrty Is a l ib ied ,  fenmd and has a 
gardm thed and dog4xxm and run. To 
view phone Rusty Llumh. 
.FINE UVIN@ 
iN A ~ULEa 
| ~ AT THE LAKE. A v.~l<lmig~d la~.houN with three ~ 
~ ~ lenge v~o~ me pat~ uoor.l 
i R l r " ~  leedlng 1O a cavered sun.deck, bathroom 
~ i  ~lh laundry facllltlm, firel~am, 
some well to well c~Ingo  "111e ~ 
~ .  pro(~rty Is hN0 ~ts v~m a ymr round, 
~ ~ ~ J  vle~Ing phone Rusty Llungh. 
,YEAR ROUN[ 
I Dwln NCC~I to vlIW fills family home. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
EVENING PHONES; 
B i r t  Liungh , 6"-Sfi~ll. [Rul.ty LldnJ~ 
GonMructed Io V.L.A. Idarclardl thll 
' bedroom home has 411 to ~11 a 
peflng, flrepfaoe, storage room with 
B otl fired hot olr furnam and Is on 
m-S~" 
leadln0 to it from lha houm. Sev~i 
out.buildlngs that are ~Id 
I~on~ and a gumf houw. To vl.~, 
Bert Llun~, 
Dwain &tcCol~ 6U491ot 
~e Herald,' 321'2 Kalum.Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace~ B.C 
Phone 635.6357 - Terrace 
'phone 632-5706, Kltlmat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
J ~ "J 
• , 20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00).. 
: : ,  Yearly by mall In Canada 
• $40.00. Senlor Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outslde Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall Kermode' Four Wheelers 
by the Post Office Department, NSeeting~ 1st Wednesday of each 
Ottawa and for payment of month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
postage in cash. 
Oassifleds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
clasoifled ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting' held Garage Sale. Saturdai; May 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 28th, 2716 Clark Rd., Thornhlil. 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 " • 
Lazelle Avenue. -.~J" 10 am to 6 pm (I)-16,18) "• 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club There will 'be a giant Rum- 
wi l l  commence play each ' mage Sale held by the Skeena 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will Valley Fall Fairs Association on 
be In room 4, Caledon'(a High ' Sat., Nay 28 from 10 am.2 pm, 
School. All bridge players are at the ThornhUl Community . 
Invited to attend. For Centre. •There wil l  be all 
partnership or Information ••manner of Items for  sale. All 
phone 635.7356. (cft) proceeds to the Fairs 
Thornhll l  Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome frorr 
Terrace 'and Thornhlll. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meetlng 
:;. held every 2nd and 4th 
.: Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
:! " Phone 635.6641. (cff) 
on the highway side of the river. 
Loyal Orderer Moose Lodge No. All manner of goods will be for 
INCHES AWAY 
.., CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more intormation phone 635- 
~.7_  _orBS. -~2~.. 
Msetlng - -  Terrace B,P,O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
~, Thursday of month. O,O.R.P.' 
i (Ladles of the Royal Purple) . 




Mondey, Thurs., Saturda'y. 
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1. Coming Events 14. Business,Personal  33. For Sa le .  Misc.  39. Boats & Engines 48. Suites fo r  Rent 49. Homes for  Sale 57. Automo) i les  
Parents ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. " For" Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mere." ' Family home on one acre on 1974 ~..,c,~ ;~oneco. 33,000 
in Crisis Class A Electrical Con- SELL ING crqlser. Inboard.outboard, 1 Clinton Manor. bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of. miles. 2 spare rims with tires 
Are you making your own life tract ing. Free Estimates. Hay-  Straw year old. 92 hours. Cal1635-6636. comfortable livlng.3 bedrooms, plus one new tlre. A-1 condition. 
and your Children's miserable? Phone 635.5876or $35-1231. (df) (ctf~ 2 bathrooms, rec room, Phone 635.5008 (c.18) 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you . . . . .  Western & i Furnlshedetudloorlbedroom f i rep lace ,  landscap ing , '  
become the loving constructive Now Open English Tack M/~ HP Mercury Outboard in apartments. Phone _ workshop end much more. Try 1971 Flreblr ~. Formula 400. 
parent you really want to be. ANDRE'S  Grooming Equipment excellent condlton. Will trade 638-1032 your offer.• 635.1790.. (cff) reasonablbG°°d condltlO~offer.MUstphoneSell.632.3970Belt. 
A l l '  enquiries absolutely ENTERPRISES  LTD.  635-S617 for smaller motor (50 HP) In or 
' ' like condition. Phone 638.8138 or confidential. Phone Mary or (df  635.4321 51. Business Locations after spin.  (p.18) 
John - 635.4419 or Jane. 635. ~,.V. Parts & Auto 63~-1~6. (p.19) ctf . 
4607. (ctf) Par ts .  Auto  repairs. 'Price Skeena Forest Produds I~or Rent: Ground floor c()m- "For Sale: 1955 Wlllys 4x4 i/~ ton ' p.u. Not running, but ~therwlse 
American and Impor:L Ltd. will have a sale of low For Sale 327.gm marine. For Rent 2 bedrrom sulte; merclal or office space. 46445 In good shape. Best offer. Cal'l 
Cars. : grade lumber Monday through motor with a velvet drive: Frldge and stove Included. No Lakelse. Phone 635.4925. (cff) 635-6642. (p:3) 
3026 Hwy.  16 East  Friday 7 a.m..to 3 p.m., X. transmission. Over.hauled and; pets. Available In June. 635. 
room at the Sandman Inn. For Pho~ne 638-1710 ' marked - $20 per 1000 bd.. ff; in good condition. $300. Phon e 3216. (p.18) OFFICE SPACE For Sale: 1 34 Ford Coupe 
• Economy - .$40 per 1000 bd.  ft. 635.3181. (c.16,18,1,3,6,8.) . . . .  
further Information phone 635. ~ (cff)  FOR LEASE w~th or without .302 va; 1938 
, For sale 1974 Evenrude 70 HP For Rent: 2.bedroom un- :Dodge 2 door s dan restorable- 
3442. ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. ~x)t Cash for Used Furniture, , 1 year on new block. Many ; furnished basement suite, In- 1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. $300.50. Phone ;35-7707. (p-18) 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 'Refrlgeratlve Contracting and' Smaller areas available. Memorial Donations may be :household repairs. '• Phone 635. Antiques, all useable Items. extras. Good condition. Phone cludes frldge and stove. 
sent to Terrace Unit, BOx 22, 5876 or 6311.1231. (ctf) The Furniture Stall 632.7431. (p.20) Working1, No pets.family'PhoneAVailable June635.5738. (c- ' 635.4636 Malib','lV/dclessJc 
Terrace, B.C. - - . . . . . .  6354202 ' 41. Mach inef 'y  for  Sale 16,18) "Manager Excellent c:.ndltlon - 50,000 
GENERAL For Sale: NCR Cash Rogl,ter, 8 - ;" (dO miles. Radial tires, P.S. full CARPENTRY department total, recon-  John. Oeere 2010 Diesel For Rent: 2-bedroom suite, wheel cover: cleble head 
dlflened, very rellabletype'ot Crawler. Excellent condition. Frldge and Stove. No pets. Ilghte. 
Low Rates machine. Wlnderland G~neral 635.5072. (c-18) Thornhlll. Phone 635-6668. (p- 52. Wanted to Rent P) sne 
Io Ioh Io0 big or small, free Store, 3210 Ketum St., Terrace, 16,18,19,1,3.) 63; P582 
estimates on remodelling, 665.4636.. cff 43. Rooms for  Rent"  Wanted to rent: Clean 3 bdrm (ctt) 
rodfing, porches, siding, For rent, 2 bedroom furnished mobile home, apt. or 
painting, spraytex ceiling. Singer. sewing mochlne with, -Av'allabte June 1st. Room In" basement suite. Frldge end house. Wanted Immediately. Car for Sale: 1969 EI.Cemlno 
• Phone635-4094 cabinet. Excellent condition, shared Thornhlll du,olex, stove and fireplace. 1 child only Phone Pete at Sandman Inns, S.$., 327.350 F!I=. 4.speed peal. 
Ask for John after 6 .  p.m. ,(ctf)~ . Phone 635-~.  (p.18) dlngs,Spacl°us'$70 pleasantper month.surr°Un'phone pm.please'(p-18)Phone 635.6887 after 5 635.9151. Local 349 .  traC.spaclaltylmmac',latecar..°honeC°ndlfl°n'632-6374. 
• - ..... ,-.--r . . . . . .  ~ ............ ;For'Sale: spruce J0gS sultaBk~ Mike.638.1116 (days). Bill 635-* 'Natural ist 'requlres cabin (p-19) 
Association to flnence the Fall 19. Help Wanted for log houses. 635.2603. ' .~) :  4232 (evenlogs). (I)-20) • i For Rent: 3 bedroom duplex, near park for summer. Phone 
............................... . Very close to town on quiet (604) 658.5350 called or write 1972 Mazda' H~O 4 dr Sadenln 
Fair. (18) TAXl DRIVEK:* For Sale: Washer spin dryer 47. Homes for  Rent  street. Available June 15. Distr ict  Superint.endant, excellent conditlen. Standard 
References required. No dogs. Lakelse Lake Provincial Park.' shift. $1850. Phone 635.5412 (p- Full time, part time. Class 4 and small portable dryer. Call: ' "~ Phone 635.7083. (c18) 18) 
- The Usk Citizen's Commiffee I icence and police pel;rhff  635-2591 after 6 pm. (I)-2) "" (c-2) 
• is holding a rummage sale Sat. required. Contact manager, ~ , 4.bedroom "house out of town , 
May 28at the Ferry Parking lot Terrace Taxi - 635-2242. (ctf. Flowering almonds, flowering on one acre of land, .$250 per: 2 bedroom basement" suite. , 1973 Ford cn v cab. 1973 Ford 
• " crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, ~ month. Phone 638-1233. (p-18)~ Only Interested party call 635-' 55. Property  for  Sale 3 ton pick.up, 1970 Ford f.100, 
KILGREN EXCAVATING fruit trees & barrybushes, a ~ " ' 2153. (p.18)" ' 1972 Datsun F::k-up. Call 635- 
sale and there will be a raffle of Small cat work, 420J D. 'Land. broad selection of flowering & For Rent 3 bedroom fourplex: For Sale (approx) 6 acres. 6636 or view al 2609 skeena St. 
a homemade foods hamper, scaplng, backfil l ing, stump, ornamental trees, shrubs &: on 2304 Pear st. Has basement For Rent July 1. 2 bedroom Ideal property for any ad- (cff) \ 
Sale Is from 10 am.2 pro. (18)  removal, clearing. Truck, evergreens particularly suited and wall to wall carpeting apartment In 4 plex on venturer. Corner of Krum and 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat.i for our northern c l imate.  :throughout. Phone635-594h (P~ Haugland. Frldge and stove, lV~ :OldLakelseLakeRd. Leveland 1973Mazda~ Jcor sedan." Low' 
Announcement: Garage sale deck, 20' tandemaxle traller.i UPLANDS NURSERY • i18) • , baths. Reference required. '  grassed and fenced. Good 
5010 Graham Avenue, on Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne.. where you'll find "The Beauty' Home for Rent: furnished, II. Phone 635.5213. (ctf) Regionallywater' firezonedProfection.for l ght view. 636-3576.mlleege' Good (I)-18)condlf°n" To. 
saturday, May 28 from 11 am.3 (cff) of Nature for your Home."i Halliwell & Kalum two bedroom, small, older type ~ Four room summer cabin on commercial or resldanclal. For 
prn. (p-18) ~ Corner of ...... Ope home In town. $200 Month.. leaseloton westsideof Lakelsa furtherlnformatloncell 635.3181 For sale: 19 ] Chev caPrice 
HELPWAMTED I.a ke Drive "in-~r~r ra c a . .  I~ ' owner. Wagon.45432,0(.J CID .mgine, mil s. PS, One PB, 
Gel'age sale- 4908 I~augland, Royal'Bank of Canada has an~ 10 a.m. to7 p.m. Men, to Sat., Available June 1. Phone 635. Lake. 200" lake frontage, road or write box 430 Terrace. (c- 
May 28. Starts at 10 am. Used opening fore Mortgage Clerk. A Clesed Sundays.. 635.2603. [ 2680. (p.18) : access. Phone 635.4252. (p-18) 16,18,1,3,6,8.) Th40Oaufotra~s. Trallertowlng 
"'" ' r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'----- -~- I: pkge. Phone 635-3598 attar 6 pm 
, " 49 Homes for  Sale house doors and frames, carpet knowledge ~ of typlng Is~ For rent attractive 2 bedroom: • GOSSAN CREEK (p-19) 
pieces, various odds and ends necessary. Please ask for Me l  For Sale: . one diamond house with basement. Largei ~ I" - ;m on ~ acre on 
' ' ~c~ 'On ..I., ~l~e I o t .~ l ]~ I~ ft. ~ l~ ~'1971 V~I~; "~ 3 : :~d  standard, for construction and household Stokes at 4640 Lakelse Ave; engagement end weddlng band landscaped l~t.. l~efere.nc!~s . Y ~s~I  180~'sq "~ h .~t ?llVln~jaJ;e~In,lhl112x~ J~obl iI"; 
goods, (c.18) (c14,15,18) .set. Now, Have wrlffon ap- . . . . .  
.. ,. . -  . . . . . .  , , . . . .  ~ :-*:*!pralsal." Open" to offerl. Phone preforred"Ph°n~ '635.'+~)61"~ ( i " "~b l i l I v lng -310~edroo i~s ,  homewlth14x43addltlon. Thls 47,000 mlles. S~ I00. Phone 63.5.. 
Transfers - Plates -Salos Tax. '24. Situations Wanted I 6,~3703 after ,5 pm..:(c-2) 18) 2. bathrooms, r .ec room,- home Is completely finished 3433. (p.20) 
• -" ~ For rent 2 bedroom house; f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  with a carport & patio doors 
SeeAUTOPLANWighfmanagent. & Smith4611 WORKWAMTED For sale30" Electric ronage, frldge and stove Included..'workshop and much more. Try lead from master bdrm. to a 1974 GMC V.,n, PS, PB 350. 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open: Bulldozing, basement dlgglng,~ F~one 635.6090, (13-18,19.,1) " , Available June 1. Phone 635.~ .your offer. 638.1790. . cff " sundeck. Call 635.2591 after 6 (p.2) ._ ' 
saturday. (ctff) landscaping etc. Backhoe work,. ~ 404t. (p.19) Home for sale: furnished LOt Is landscaped, featuring 
rote.tilling, post hole digging. :" sAVE DOLLARS .': ~ established berries, f ruit  )R ICED FOR QUICK 
" '  6~1-1021 
635.7423 
• Minus One 
Social Club Dance ' 
A dence will be held at the 
Sandman Inn Banquet room. All 
singles, separated, divorced 
and widowed people over 21, are 
Invited. 
Date: may 28th' 
'Time: 8:30 pm 
Refreshments: Coffee and  
sandwiches will be served. _ (p- 
18) 
To .compliment Logger's 
Sparta Day the Thornhlll Flre 
Dept. and the Community 
CoMer Club are sponsoring two 
evenings of enloyment. 
Saturday, May 28th, there will 
be a Dine and Dance at the 
Community Center. Dining at 7 
pm and Dancing at 9 pm until 2 
am with ~tluslc by Jim Piper 
and the Country Roadrunners. 
Tickets on sale at Jim's tackle 
Shop, HuU's Groceries, Apex 
Red and White, Terrace Ease 
service and also at the door. 
Any questions call 635.5908. 
Sunday, May 29th, from 3 pm 
until 1Q pm there will be a' 
" Logger's Saloon Day,'agaln at 
'the Community Center wlh 
continuous live music by local 
talent. Come and quench your 
thirst and dance your feet off. 
Bookings for use of the 
Community Center can be made 
by calling either 5.5597 or 5:3467. 
'(rl. 8) , ~ . . .  . , ! r  
] 
14. Business Personal i 
Webb Ref . r igerat io~ 




Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers~ 
And R;~nges 




!32. Bicycles, Motorcycles~ 
1975 Honda XR75cc goo( 
• condition plus accessories, 
Helmut, toqls, Maintenance 
books. Asking $400.$4.50. Phone 
632.2049, ask for Danny• (p-20)' 
• For sale: 250 Yamaha. YZ. 
Phone 635.5491. (p-18) 
maa  
. So : :: 
CEDAR SHAKES 
, 635-3689 
Terrace,  B.C. ' ! d~I  w .~ , t ,o , , -~_~eo,~ 
(df). .. 
. . . . .  
Will remove old cars from sales&Sewice . [~____~ 
yards for dlspesah Reasena,ble " 
ra te .  Contact  D ing le  dan 's ,  635 
Towing. 635-2948. (p-20) "6384 
, , ,  . . . 
" • I 
~,,ol~Jcm Rule:':Odd lobs for the ' Forsale: 1974 Yamahe650cc. 
Jobless. • Phone 635-4535. 3238, Comes with custom and stock 
Kelum. (cff) parts. $1500.. Phone 6)q5-3359. 
MR. FIXIT 1968 Honda 450 ¢c. New paint, 
Anywhere, anytime ~ new fires, new 'battery. Good 
Small motor tune-ups a shape. $550. Phon~'. 635.3359. (p- 
specialty. Phone 635.46021 20) " ' 
Everflngs. 635.4565 days. (ctf) 
~- .... ~"~- -: . . . .  - -  For sale GE Heavy Duty 
I ' Washer & Dryer. Excellent 
i condition. Phone 632.7432. (p- R EALTY"LTD.  20) 
'phone; 632.618~ 
:49 WREN STREET ~. 
One and a half storey home 
with carport• Furnished suite 
upstairs has a nice bright 
kitchen buUt in the dormer. 
Large back yard backs onto 
playground. Frldge and stove 
Idcluded up and down. 
36 GWYN STREET 
Seven year old three bedroom 
home, hacking onto park and 
playground. Large l iving 
room with fireplace. 
Basement partly finished. 
$32,000.00 
$38,900.00 
DROP IN  FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B.C. 
H.J. (Herb)Johnston 632.2815 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632-3668 
632.4692 
• K.E~. (Kay) Scheslqy 632.6092 
.R.E. (Ed) Scalfe • 
I . ~ I I I 
For sale: 1 saddle and 1 floor 
polisher. Phone 635.7387. (c.20) ' 
; - -  o 
;33.. For Sa le .  Misc. .  ---.; 
. , . .  • 
For some real'bargains In used' 
On factory- rebuilt engines call For ~ Rent; June 1st. Two 
Sears today for complete In ,  bedroom A •Frame with frldge 
formation. Do it yourself or. and stove, washer and dryer, 
Installation arranged. Fast Fireplace. Phone 638.1689. (p. 
delivery. Put It on your Sears 18,20) 
Account. Phone 1535-6541. '~ 
(.c4,9,14,1g11,6,11,16,22,2) 4 bedroom executive home for 
r 
For Sale: portable sewing 
machine. Light Industrial type. 
Ideal for sewing leather, heavy" 
material or regular. Good. 
condition. Also solid walnut 
.coffeeteble. Phone635.3181. (c- 
16,18,1,3,6,8.) . . . . .  HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
For Sale: Reko Logs, ready cut ',Sleqplng rooms, housekeepinc i
for coblns. 6V=" pine logo,,1 size units, centrally located. Fully ; 
~8'x18'. Price $2,300. Sauna.S!ze furnished. Reasenablerates by 
Px14'. Price $1,100. Phone 635. dayor week. Non.drinkers onl;/ 
mobile home on treed lot With 
river frontage and paved street. 
Phone 635-7709. (p-17,18) . 
'Older 1200 s'q. ft:"sp, t.ievel, 3' 
bdrm. hom~ for sale. Nelson' 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
rooairs. Ideal starter home. 
rent. Located on quietstreet Owner eager to sell. Make an 
near hosp|tel. For informatl.on ' offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
phone 962.6662 in Prince .homeontrade. Call 112.562.6651 i 
George. (c13) . . . . .  : 'or 635.7353 to view. (elf) 
i 
48. Suites for  Rent :: . . . . .  ~H-O--B'B:Y F~.RM 
12x56 mobile home'~ and 12x5~ 
complete addition confining 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall to wal l  
carpet on V= acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped,. 
green house, chicken hous~ 
.complete with chickens, large:• 
5576. [c5,9,10,14,15,18,19,3) Phor~e 635.4611. (otf) ;garden area, small frul'ts, berry. 
• • • ; bushes and fruit trees. Open to; 
Reliable saddle horses for 3bedroom Row Housing Suites. ~all reasonable offers. Call 635" 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, half 3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
'sale. Phone  635.5617 (c- block from schools, 5 mlnute weekends,. (stf) 
15,18,19,1,3) walk from town. Sulfabie for ---- . . . .  
Topqualltyalfalpha, clover.ahd fandlles: $250 per mon~lh. 6: " For-~i[e: Butd j~ l ' l~ 'h( )use  
'timothy mixture in bern. $70"per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Wr4te 
Tufty Hall,. Box 1009,' V'an. 
Jer ho.ot, B.C..(cff) 
BARGAINS B /~RGAI  HS 
• BARGAINS 
"0ne"1966 School bus 36 
passenger, $2,500; On.e 19'ft boat:; 
with V.W. Inboard outboard, 
$3,500; Go Jo Bush Buggyand 
like.new" Sklr0ule for $1000, or 
1600 bach; One ' 1970 In. 
ternatlonal Scout with blade, 
$2,500; Tent Waller, 1500. 
For any or all of the above' 
women's and .children's' . 
clothing, household Items and Pets for Sale: 1 registered ~4 
toys see fhe selection at the. Arabian mare,'4 years' old, 15 
- Kltlmat Workshop at 660 W. hands high, chestnut colour, In 
Columbia St.. at Rlverlodge. training at present for English 
.Open 9 to 4 week-: ~nd Western riding. 
dsys...don;,tlons welcomed. 1 year old, T/e Appaloosa f'llly, 
(cff) nice disposition, reasonable 
price to good home. Phone 635. 
CEDARvALE SHAKE & 5688. (p.1) 
CEDAR PRODUCTS, Hwy 16, 
Mile 44 East. V2 mile from Horse for sale. Suitable for 
Cedarvale Lodge. Now child. Phone 638.1277. (c.18) 
: producing Handspllt tapers, 
~ 38 Resewn shakes and shingles. Wanted - Misc.. 
I.~col orders welcome. For 
Information write Box 305 "wante~l to buy- lackplne logs. Kltwang e or come and see us. Phone 635.2603. (c.ff) (p.1e,3,8) . . 




4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 " 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635-70~; 
New I,•2 and3 I~lroom SUITES 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with, 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
i 
contact Don. Days 635.2600 or . . . . . . . .  
, Nights 635-6937. . .~_  . . . :  
I s.ites for Rent:. For Sale: 1 Charo als Bull, =A 
French, 5 years old, good' J Keystone  "Cbu ' l=t '  
colvlng record. Phone 849.5404, 
R. Perry, K twanga. (p.19) J Apartments. Office No., 
• 12"4611 Sco f f .  One, two 
37. Pets land  three  bedroom 
[ .apartments"  __~ 
For Rent: 3 bedroom fully 
furnished trailer, carpets - $225 
per month. 2.bedroom house. 
basement, carport, frldge and: 
stove, carpets - S175 per month. 
Phone 635.2482. To view apply at 
3347 Kofoed. (p.18) 
For Rent: 3.bedroom 
basement suite. 4811 Pohle. 
Frldge and stove .and dlnlng 
table Included. Separate en. 
trance. Avallable June I. Phone. 
~635.3292. (p.1) 
on. V2 acre lot at Lakelse Lake. 
Includes propane stove, frldge, 
flrepla~ and more. Serious 
inquiries ." only. Contact A.15 
Skeane Valley Trailer Park (p- 
19)" 
~For  sale 3 bedroom house 
with 2 bedroom basement suite. 
Very good location. $10,000 
down. Phone 635.9593. • (p-19). 
Quiet country living In town. 
Solid 2 bedroom house on well 
treed one acre lot. Low taxes, 
excellent garden soil. IF~'lced 
low, owner anxious to'-move. 
Phone 635.7586. (p9,15.,14,15,18) 
' For sale Ideal starter home. 2 
bedroom home near high 
school. Extra large Jandscaped 
Jot. Frldge and stove Included 
635-3734, (c-18) 
t~mt country living In town. 
Solid 2 bedroom house on well 
treed one acre lot. Low taxes, 
excellent garden soil. Priced 
low, owner anxious to move. 
Phone 635.75e6. (i).18,15,18) 
' 'House for sale. 3 bedroom 
partial basement. Large Lot, 
Storage In Attic. Garage and 
workshop. View 2506 Konney. 
Phone635.3547. $29,500. (p.18) 
4 bedroom home on quiet 
street near schools. 
Llvlngroom, dining and kitchen, 
2 baths, famllyroom, carport, 
landscaped fenced yard and 
. stor.~ga shed. 635.3896. (p- 
lff,20,2~4,6,8,10,12,14,16 ) 
trees, lots of perennials, lawn 
& garden area. Also root 
cellar, garden shed, work 
shed, chicken pen. Taxes $50 
cast ur. Washer, dryer, frldge, 
stove Included in the low price 
of $29,500. Phone 
635.2968days 
68S.T/49 evenings 
( p. 15,18) 
For sale: lot size 132'x319' at 
2907 Skeena Street, Terrace. 
Write: 
Harry S!dhu 
16308. 112 St. 
Edmonton, Alberto. (P. 
18,2,3,7,8,12,13) 
ALE  
1964 Marcur,~ 750 Tandem 




Consign your car, truck or 





DL (R505A .£ff.. 
For Sale: 30' x 164' Frame 1974 Bobcat. Standard tran. 
Building; 2" Tong Groove floor smlsslon, redk. fires. $2~00. 
• and roof; 80x200 lot; 2 vacant Phone 635.3178 ,:fter 6 p.m' 197~ 
lots adjacent, perfect supply of .Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very: 
water. 3847 Pine Avenue, ' Ilflle use. $800. (cff) 
Thornhlll. 
12x10' shed, TV antenna, fuel 
tank, 3'x4'x7'6"x 1/a gauge. 
Phone 635.7097. (p.18,3) 
!56. Business Opportunity)  
For Sale' Older rental t~nlt.(oH 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites: 
Good location. Priced to sell. t
.Phone 635-9471. (stf) ! 
1966 International Scout e00, 2 
'wheel drive. 4918 Scott Avenue. 
Phone 635.2052. (p.1) 
1975 F150 Ford super cab XLT. 
Low mileage, good condition.. 
Phone after 6 p.m. 635.7869. 
(p12,14,16,18) 
For Sale: one Jsed 1969 IHC. 
Dump Truck. Located at. 
Terrace International Truck& 
Equipment• Phone the Bank of 
BuSiness for sale in Terrace. 
$15,050 area. Total Investment. 
Write Box 1158, this paper. (c- 
18) 
t~xpanslon planned for 
Grenlsle, B.C. Shopping Centre. 
Lease premises suitable for: 1, 
Junior Dept. Store. 2. Hardware 
& Sporting Goods. Apply BOW 
1155, this newspaper or phone 




ASSETS OF DEASE 
DEVELOPMENTS LTD. • 
Real estate and chattels 
situated In Dease Lake, B.C. 
formerly operated as the 
"Deese Inn". 
Sale Is under dlrecflen of R.E. 
Jamlsen as receiver•manager 
end Is subject to appr .oval of the 
courts. 
For further Information contact. 
Warren Burgess or Rod Couelns 
at Federal Business 
Development Bank, Terrace - 
635.4951. (C-16,|.7,18,1,2,3.) 
Nova Scotia, 635-2261 for 
• enquiries and b;,Is. (c14,18) 
For sale; I~2 Greta;;,. 3 
speed standard. ;Jhone 849.5625. 
. (p.18) 
, i  
Lease & Used 
Cars f: r Sale 
1973 Chev 4x4. AUTO. P.S. 
1972 Mazda Pl¢<-up, 4 speed. 
1975 Mallbu Ciasslc, 4 door. 
1974 Mazda Pick -up, Rotary, "4 
speed. 
1974 Olds..4 door, alr con. 
dltlonlng etc. 
1974 G.M.C. ~.. ton, 4)(4, 4 
speed. 
1972 Pontlac st,;Ion wagen, V. 
8, Auto. 
1969 Mercury Marquis, 4 door 
hardtop, air cond, loaded. TIs 
week's special. ~995.00 
1967 Mercury C,:,ugar. 2 door, 
V-8, Auto. $399.'..00 
1972 Scout 4x4, Auto, P.S. 
1975 Datsun e20 with radial 
tires. 
To View 
Copper Mot~ta;Js Ent. Ltd. 





Relmssesslon for ~ale: 1972 
Elmonte 3 Ixlrm. mobile home. 
12'x~'. Inexpensive unit in need 
of repairs. Phone 635.6391. 
(C19] 
196g Triumph GT6. 
Reasonable mileage, excellent 
condition. Phone 847-9197. (p-2) 
19/2 Datsun. Very ~ con 
dillon. Radio, radial tires 
automatic trans., tape deck 
~A00. (Radial snow tires In 
clude~) 635.5979. (pl2,14,16) 
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth 
DuMor. 2 dr. Hard top. Good 
shape. 
1974 N.G.B. sportscer. 18,000 
miles. Good condition. 
1973 12x6~ Diplomat mobile 
home. On large lot in Thornhlll. 
Bide and Inquiries may be 
forwarded to the Bank of Nova 
StoliD, Terrace (c.8) 
• t 
1975 ,F150 Ford Supert Cab 
XLT. Low mileage, good con- 
dltion. Phone after 6 prn. 635- 
7869. (p.18,1) 




1972 three badroom" Capewood 
set up and skirted on 7Sx200 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is In. 
sulated and wired. Make an 
offer I Phone 635.4454 eftor 6. sff 
For Sale: 1972 12x~8 General 
mobile home. Sacrifice price. 3 
bedroom, laundry rm., large, 
kitchen, living rm. For details 
rail after 6 p.m. 635.2811. 
(p14,18,3) 
Must Sell: 12'x~8' mobile home 
in excellent condition; fur- 
. nlshed or unfurnished. Phone 
635-5786. (p14,18) 
Building a housefmust sell 
beautiful 12x~ Safewey Manor. 
Only ~,500 or will oonslder 
trade for 4,wheal drive. Phone 
635-3710. (c-18) 
For Sale: 10x50 2 bedroom 
trailer. Fully furnished with 
washer and dryer. Phone after 4; 
13¢11. 635.6759. (p.19) 
" Far Sale, trailer 12xsg. New. 
furniture, washer and dryer. 
Joey Shack with out,ida shed. 
~sklng 14~000. Phone 6.15-3021.. 
No. 20, 3889 Muiior. (p.15) 
58. Mobile Homes 
For Sale: 1975 12x6S Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnl~;hed. Phone 635-5817 
(ctf) 
For sale: 2 bedroom mobile 
home end Jooy shack on large 
fenced landscaped lot. Has 
large storage shed. On paved 
road. 'Asking S14,000. Mobile 
home and lot can bo sold 
separately. Phone 635.$714. (p. 
18) 
For solo 12x68 Atco Velmont 
mobile Home. Phone 635.9046 
after 4 pro. (c.2) 
• . . , . .  
66. Rec. Vehicles 
1975 Lionel Hardtop Tent 
Troller. Stove, Icebox, war. 
drobe, Sleeps 6 - New condition, 
4918 Scott Ave, 635.2052. (p.1) 
For sale: Hard Top tent 
trailer. Fully equlped, and o 
cemperette for e V= or ~/, ton 
pick-up. Phone 63S.3604. (P- 
17,18,20,1) 
For sale: 10' campor. 
Coleman icebox and three 
burner propane stovo. Sloops 
five. S850.00 or best offor• Phone' 
~5.3152. View at 4017 Yeo. (p. 
18,) 
For Sale: 10 ft Custom built 
camper. Sleeps four. Propeno 
and electr!c frldge. Three 
burner propane stove and oven 
and toilet. Phone 63S.5413. (p-2). 
67. Snowmobiles 
For Sale: 1975 Arctic Cat 440 
Cheetah. All guages. Im- 
maculate condition with 
homemade double snowmobile 
trailer. $1500. Ross AM-FM-8 
track stereo with speakers. 
$150, Travel Scoop $40. Phone 
635.5647. (p-19) 
Peanut Butter 
Nutritionists say that pea- 
nut but~er is 26 per cent pro- 
tein- a higher percentage 
than found in most cuts of 
meat or fish--and is rich 
in Vitamin B, phosphorus, 
thiamine, and niacin. The 
ancient ~uth'American In- 
cas cultivated fields of pea- 
nuts and ground the rich, 
oily seeds into a form of pea- 
nut butter. Utensils for serv= 
ing the gooey butter have 
been found in ancient tombs 
in Peru. 
McCOLL 
REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
A.J. McCOLL (Notary Public) 
635-6131 3239-A KALUM STREET 
COMFORTABLE HOMES YOU CAN AFFORD 
Comfortable sov-mor home on 1200 sq. ft home In excellent 
completely fenced corner lot. 
In excellent condition with 
new flooring through.out. 
Nicely Iondscaped with trees, 
tealshed. 
nelghbourhood. Extra deep lot 
with fenced back yard. 
Fireplace In Ilvlngroom. 
Nicely landscaped with good 
garden area. Sensibly priced 
under $40,000.00. 
LARGE HOMES (IS00 aq. ft.) WITH LARGE ROOMS 
" ' ! :,~'" : . . . .  i~ : " :;, 
Large farm type home on I Centrally Iocatedlarge family 
100'x50' lot on Kalum Lake homo. Full basement with 
Drive. Fenced yard. Well and I finishing. Fireplace in 
pressure system, low taxes. V= basement. Affached garage. 
cellar type basement. Counfry Fenced bdck yard nicely 
living In comfort In this home. Iondscaped. ,Low 50's. 
MOBILE HOMES ON LARGE FENCED LOTS 
MIke an offer on this well. 
kept smeller mobile on Iovoly 
wlot overlooking Copper 
unteln. Asking $15,000.00 
3 bedroom furnished mobile 
on nicely treed extra large 
corner lot. Everything In- 
cluded. Asking $21,000;00 
QUALITY HOMES WiTH QUALITY FEATURES 
Thle lovely 3 bedroom home 
iltueted on view lot on bench. 
Full beeement features 
rumpus room with built.in wet 
ber end dance floor. 
B!autlfu!ly finished sewing 
room end many extras. Two 
fire pieces, 3 complete bafhs. 
Make on appolntmont to vide. 
Bonnie Shaw~ 
Bud McColl 
Beautiful chalet style log 
houlo on completoly fenced 
and beautifully landscaped lot 
In Copperslde Estates. 1V~ 
baths. 3 bedrooms and room 
for more on 3rd level. Large 
garage.workshop. Low taxes. 





The following items are open 
for bids on an os Is, where Is 
basis. 
1 Faclt Calculator 
1 Phillips P.100 Scientific 
Calculator 
1 Canon CO1001 Phillips 10.F. 
The above are plug in fypes 
and olectronlc with no read.out 
ta~s. 
Also for bids are: 
2 Hand Calculators, bolng an 
Elsl Mafe EL.102 m and 1 Elsl 
Mate EL.S800 Scientific 
Calculator. 
Also open for bids on an as is, 
where is basis: 
2 gold colour skyway suit. 
cases, 1 large, one medium 
sized, 1 Jerome Alexander 
hairblower, 1 burgundy knit 
suit, 1 blue wrap skirt, 2 blue 
blouses, 1 pair brown couleffos, 
1 yellow Angora sweater, 1 
brown and cream short car- 
digan, 1 fur car coat• 
Bids will close June 15, 1977. 
Ifems to be viewed at 3238 
Kalum St - Suite 7 or phone 63S. 
7173 (c.I$,18,1,3,6,8,11] 
DE PARTMENT OF 
PUBLIC WORKS 
NOTICE 
SEALEDTENDERS,  marked 
Grounds Maintenance 
Skeenavlew Lodge, Terrace, 
B.C. for Maintenance of lawns 
and flower" beds accerdlng to 
spedflcatlons, at Skeanavlaw 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, B.C. will be accepted 
Cops  cop guilty ple,a _ 
MONTREAL  (CP) -- 
Three anti-terrorist police 
officers pleaded guilty 
Thursday to charges of not 
obtaining a search warrant 
before raiding the offices of 
But last year, former 
RCMP Constable Robert 
Samson, testifying at his 
own trial on an unrelated 
bombing charge, said he 
and other anti-terrorist 
a left-wing news agency 
almost five years ago. 
Less than 15 minutes into 
the bearing, RCMP Chief 
Superintendent . Donald 
Cobb, Quebec provincial 
PcouOlice Inspector Jean 
tellier and city police In- 
spector Roger Cormier 
entered barely audible 
guilty pleas for their parts in 
the October, 1972, raid on 
the downtown office of 
Agenee Presse Libre. 
The officers face 
maximum penalties of two 
years in prison and possible 
suspension or dismissal 
from their forces. 
Sessions ,court Judge 
Roger Vincent set sen- 
tenting for June 9. 
The case reached court 
only after years of denials 
by the Liberal government 
of former premier Robert 
Bouraasa that any high- 
rapking policemen were 
involved. 
Under questioning by 
members of the then- 
Opposition Parti Quebecois, 
the justice minister at the 
time, Jerome Choquette,. 
told the national assembly 
that no police officers had 
taken part in the break-in. 
squad members took part in 
the incident at the news 
agency. 
Samson, who was found 
guilty of placing a bomb 
outside the home of a 
Montreal supermarket 
executive, is serving a 
seven-year jail sentence. 
The purpose of the raid 
"was to take documents 
which were files of the most 
militant members" of 
Agence Presse Llbre, 
Samson said, adding that 
the news agency "/always 
had a fairly big list of 
Quebec leftists." 
Last chance to get your hands on a 
new '76 Mazda 808 Coupe. 
$2995! 
" Great economy, great comfort, 
great looks, great price. Hurry! 
See your participating dealer today 
' - " ~ ' ' *Local freight, dealer preparation, license, and 




association with the Con- Ontario," Bulloch asked. 
servatives and throw her Bulloch said nothing could 
support behind her brother be more important than to 
and the Liberal party in encourage people into small 
western Canada. business, to create full 
Mrs. MeCorkeU said she employment and to develop 
talked to Horner, now a theregions. 
minister without portfolio in "I don't think there is any- 
the Trudeau government, thing you could do more to 
when he consulted his hold Canada together." 
family last month about I.~tor, Bulloch drew a 
leaving the Conservative gloomy portrait of the 
party, economy,  say ing  
"It was a very difficult manufacturers wereleaving 
decision to make and I don't North America for counmes 
think people will un- in which production costs 
derstand, she said. were cheaper. 
See Your  " 
Mazda Dealer: 
SKIIIIMA AUTO METAL 
IHOP LTD. 
Dea ler  Licence No .  @O391A 
4842 I I Iwy.  16 West  6SS .6571 
I 
New 675-Watt Radarange Oven by Amana d in a 
g 
. .. e,  , Fri9:3:OAM-'-9:;OP.M. 
Phone 63Z-2115 .q U'05 (7"0 mP all " ' 
i~c~'J " , ' ' ' 
resigns 
SASKATOON (CT) -- Kay 
MeCorkell, sister of Alberta 
MP Jack Horner, said 
Thursday she has resigned 
as a director of the 
Progressive Conservative 
party's national executive 
~nd-as _president of the 
provincial PC women's 
association. 
She said in an interview 
that she has decided to 
terminate her life-long 
growth and world eom- 
potitivenoss without strong 
growth in the small firms 
sector, Bullech said. He 
added that small firms 
could provide many jobs. 
Higher energy costs mean 
• higher transportation costs, 
so it would make more sense 
to produce many regional 
needs locally. 
"Is it neces~ry for New 
Brunswick to bring in its 
pork from Alberta and its 
onions and carrots from 
sister 
growth, unemployment and 
regional disparity, he said. 
Rapidly-increasing 
energy prices ann snortages 
mean that the country 
cannot maintain its past 
The lowest or any tender will A special policy to aid 
not necessarily be accepted. (c- small firms, sucn as that 
19) already adopted in Japan, 
the U.S. and Western 
Europe, would provide the 
best solution for slow Horner's 
by the Honourable the Minister, [ 
Department of Public Works, I 
S.C. up to 2 p.m., Friday, Juno f '~  ~..~" ' ,d 
10, 1977. 
Tonderlng documents may be 
obtainod from Mlnletry of H i g h -  ~ ~ ~  
ways andPubllcWorks, 4827 Bigness  " " " Kelth Avenue, Terrace S.C. on 
and after May 30, 19T/. 
The lowest or any tender will 
notnocesserilybe accepted, killing 
for Minister of Public Works. , ! ,  
Parliament Buildings, ~ ; • 
' °" '  Canada.  
DE PARTME NT OF 
PUBLICWORKS 
NOTICE OTTAWA "(CP) -- 
, Government worship of the 
SEALED TENDERS, markec ROd of "bigness" has i 
Canopies - Northwest Com. ~rought the country to t i le '  .. 
• reunify College, Terrace, blink of industrial disaster, 
British Columbia for addition of ospeclal]y in regions such as " 
Canopies to Four Dormltorios the Atlantic provinces, John ~ , ~  .~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~  
at Northwest Community Bulloch, president of the 
College, Terrace S.C. as per Canadian Federation of 
drawing 126"25 26 2S 29"A12 and h~epe-ndent ]Business' said of  Foreman Specs. Ave u , Honoureble D partmentPublic Will T rrace Works. be of ofWorks, occepted Public th  B.C.4827 Minister, Works, Ministryup bYKelth to hec-2 Thursday. called a economicCanA " Bull ch,,,more stable socio- b fu veili g mod l the S nate's what forhe ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  I~ ~~kls~te~me c~ki,g s~am ies~a,~~ ~ ~,e/naao, d ,s,e;uO~ ~ a,;~nSc d%p. oSe~ea~o eRa:wa lay, t P 
p.m., June 10, 1977. foreign relations com- 
Tendering documents may be mittee, said serious 
obtalned from Foreman of economic problems have re- 
Works, 4827 Kelth ova., Terrace sulted from policies 
B.C. and also vlewed at Terrace favoring big busirless and 
Courthouseon and after May 20, industrial production in ) 
1977. central Canada. 
THE LOGGER'S sUPPLEMENT' - 
LOGGERS' SPORTS DAY 
Bac k to the logging basics 
In an age of television, 
toffee .and technology, 
there are few op- 
pertunities for men of 
steel to come to the fore 
and show their mettle. 
The Terrace Loggers' 
Sports Day is one such 
rare opportunity. 
Sp6nsored by the Terrace 
Lions Club, the sports 
day yearly 'attracts 40 of 
the top loggers from the 
area and the province to 
Lions Park in Thornhill. 
There, they participate 
in such tests of fortitude 
as axe throwing, pole 
falling, log burling and 
double hand bucking 
each event as colourful 
and robust as its name 
suggests. 
The women also have a 
chance to boast their 
brawn in the nail driving 
competition. 
This year's is the 17th 
annual Loggers' Sports 
Day. Associated with 
CanLog (the Canadian 
Loggers  Spor ts  
Association), the event 
has been graced with a 
Canadian ehampoinship 
_ every year. Last year it 
was the standing block 
chop competition.. This 
year it is the power saw 
giant open. 
The excitement gets 
underway Sunday, May 
29 at 11 a.m. with the 
novice events. 
\ Here the 
ublic will have a chance 
to see how doctors, 
dairymen, dancers,  
dogcatchers and other 
non-loggers can handle 
the sweat of rugged man- 
against-nature com- 
peUtion. 
At 1 p.m., the 
professionals take over 
for an afternoon of fiat- 
cut frenzy, thrills, and 
spills as the best in the 
business give i t  
everything they have got. 
And while the com- 
petitors may be satisfied 
THE HERALD, Friday May 27, i977, PAGE 3 
@ 
just with the chance to 
build their biceps, there 
are prizes in it for the 
winners as well. 
Businesses from around 
the area chip in with 
trophies" medals,  
This year, the Lions are 
also sponsoring a pan- 
cake breakfast fo r  
professionals and would- 
be loggers alike. 
The 
blic is invited to attend 
e breakfast at 9 a.m. --° 
certificates, cheques and the fare is guaranteed to
other momentoes of this gorge, the most 
memorable muscle meet. avarmmus appetite. 




We say YES to all your 
Ford or Mercury needs. 
Let us say YES to a 
pick.up or recreational.vehicle 
., 
t 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
Terrace, BC. 





" - . . .  
The tests of skill eee 
STANDING . . . . .  
BLOCK CHOP 
The standing block six foot high block of loggers and the jtldges 
chopis similar to the pole limber. The Lions Park standing nearby. 
falling contest but rather, resounds with the echoes The standing block 
chop is a goal test of than falling a gigantic cf the blows and the chips strength and the loggers 
.pole,hack theirthew~iyC°mpetit°rSthrough a pile up, covering the ability with anaxe. 
THE"  LOGGER'S  SUPPLEMENT THE HERALD,  F r idaY /~y 27, 1~/7, PAGE S . 
'Go.od Luck Loggers 
. / .  . 
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THE LOGGER'S SUPPLEMENT 
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BEST OF LUCK 
TO ALL LOGGERS... 
* ,  , - 
, , °  
• " ~ .~ 
. - - .  
...and congra,tulations to the 
Lion's Club, who somehow make 
each Loggers's Sports Day 
more exciting than the last. 
n ~ 
n 
Look at all the good things that can 
. .  happennupp gwhen you:. just keep J .. 
" -~"  ; ~  " " '  . o '  • - '  • ~ " ' " .  ~"  . " . . ' '  e"'--nn-, away' . . . .  : "  * ~-  ' : '  " 
Alcan Smelters 
and Chemicals Ltd  "t1111 • ALCAN ' 
. .  - .  










A choker is a long 
length of cable used to 
haul trees from where 
they are felled to a 
central location where 
they could be trucked, or 
floated, to the market. 
The chokerman was the 
man who attached the 
choker to the felled trees. 
The trees were felled 
and bucked (trimmed of 
their branches) and then 
the chokerman went to 
work. Hauling the choker 
chain from the donkey 
engine through the thick 
underbrush, slipping the 
cable around the log in 
such a way that it 
wouldn't s l ip .  off, 
fastening the choker and 
then stepping back to let 
the steam engines go to 
worE. 
As soon as the choker 
was free, he was at it 
s again. 
Competitions between 
chokermen developed on 
the job, with overzealous 
new comers trying to 
outdo the old hands and 
the old hands racing for 
the fun of it. 
And this grew. into the 
Chokermen's Race. If 
you want to see logger'.s 
sweat, this is one event 
you don't want to miss. 
'0,.. We lcome, . .  
. - LOGGERS .... 
( • 
4 ~ 
TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD. 
CHRYSLER . PLYMOUTH. DODGE . 
DODGE TRUCKS 
__.2 . .  
CONPLETE BODY SHOP FACILITIES 
Sales. Parts 





Springboard Falling at Deep Creek 
Early-1930's 
The Store With Everything for Men 


















Best  Wishes to  a l l  the  contes tants  ., 
in the  Loggers  ~ Spor ts  Day 
Terrace, B.C. 
THE LOGGER'S SUPPLEMENT 
C, ontestants must have [ 
at.least one foot fiat on 
t the ground at start. Climbing rope to be used. ?/o,' diameter wiht steel core. The side of the rope 
Tree  +. ,or adjusting is to be free of 
snaps. 
Two Way Climb 
• Upon start, contestant 
must climb until he rings 
[L~ bell with'  his person or 
- I  +" some part Of his equip- , merit and then return to 
•: the ground.No accidental l 
slips of:more th in  15.feet l 
wil l  be +permitted..At 
• least une sper must ouch 
l the tree 15 feet. No every 
15ft marks to be on tree 
b 
" Championships trees 
must be of 100 ft; from 
ground to bell and the 
diameter ofthe top 16" to 
18". With or without he 
bark. Base of+ the tree 
shall have sawdust or soft 
material minimum depth 
o of 2 ft. with radius 
! minimum of 6 ft. Top of 
the tree shall be equipped 
with a device to prevent 
i~  the climbers rope from 
going ever the top of the 
tree. g 




Derek F ranc is  Pat Al len 
,+ . 
+ .  
i/.+ 
...continuing to provide the insurance needs 
of the logging industry. 
Good Luck to your Loggers sports day. 
Paragon Insurance Agency 
201-4630 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 635-6371 
above Canada Manpower 
Welcome 





Oanadian Food, One Way Climb 
Timing will end when 
contestant has rung+ the -~ 
~"' - 11  A .,.h ,o.~d, o,+ 635"61  bingboot must be worn 
• but may be of the clim • 
her's o~,n choice, Gloves + I" 
climbing belt and. spu~ ' i +~ '" !: " ": 
may be of the climber'1 4642 Laze~e +Ave. 
design. 
Nnvie~ Tree Climbing- TArrAnn.  R.P.. 
Novzce. tree cumumgli."" ' . . . . . . . . . .  
will be one way only in I *"~ 
the interest of safety, 
. . . .  . . .  , - . .  . .  . .  
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Log burling 
THE LOGGER 'S SUPPLEMENT.'"• 
PtZ,ZA 
" PATtO , 
TOPPINGS 
I Double Cheese Salami Pspperoni 
• Mushroom Capicollo Bacon 
Sausage Lean Beef Onion Green peppers  
Olive Smoked Oyster Pineapple Anehovlo 
/ "  i 
• Small Mad: Large 
• PIZZA Mi~NU t 2-2 3-4 
Person Persona Persons 
Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.75 3,30 4.50 
ChQ!ceof.1 Topping . . . .  2.20 3.90 5.25 
• Choiceof 2:Toppings.. ; 2.65 4.50 6.00 
Choiceof3"roppings... 3.10 5.10 6.75 
Choice of 4"ropping.s . . . .  3.55 5.70: 7.50 
"Plus these pizzas for Paflicular People" 
%%'. 
PATIO SPECIAL . . . . . . .  3.55 5.70 7.50 
Salami, Green Pan, per, Mushroom, Olive 
MAN FRIDAY . . . . . . . . . .  3.55 5.70 7.50 
Anchovie, Olive, Green Pepper, Mushroom 
SATAN'S D[=LIGHT . . . .  3.55 5.70 7.50 
Popperoni, Onion, Capicollo, Hot Peppers 
EVERYTHING BUT . . . . .  5.35 7.35:, ~.65 
"DE WOIKS" " 5.75 7.85 ". 9;25 
SPAGHETTI & MEAT SAUCE 
Served with Garlic Bread and / . 
Crispy Green Salad (choice of dressings) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.7,5 @ Nothing Beatsa Patio Pizza 
Internationally famous .for 
CharBroiled Steaks and Spaghetti 
Log burling is another 
cowd pleaser. Two 
competitors meeting on 
the same log, each using 
agility, speed and skill, to 
keep the log rolling in the 
• water and keep from 
getting dunked. 
Faster and faster the 
log spins, now this way, 
now that, while arms flay 
and feet.backtrack, thin 
lunge ahead. Ultimately 
one of the two must go 
downand in some eases 
it's only a matter of 
seconds before the 
second follows. 
Log burling was most 
likely born on the 
booming rbunds. It was 
in these areas that single 
logs which were floated 
dow'nstream were  
gathered and formed into 
booms. From there they 
were towed to the mills 
for. processing into 
limber. 
The hurlers were the 
men who lept from log to 
log in the water with long 
'pikes' and 'peavees,' 
cor~4ling the logs and 
forcmg them int) place in 
the boom. Out here a man 
learned fast or wound up 
awfully wet at the very 
least~ 
' Again, it was a simple 
• step from the days work 
to ~ competition with 
agility • deciding the 
winner. • 
A warm welcome.to Terrace. 
1 To us, you are -~all 
"Bulls of,the Woods" 
Eata Pizza at this line EMede. If you don't .have 
time or ifyou're hungry at home phone and Dial 
a Pizza far takeout service. Another of the 
werldwide Pizza ~tjos, we cater to parties. 
Next Do~,,r to Skeena Hotel 
TheLoggers Supply Centre 
Ter race  Equ ipment  
.- Ba les  Ltd 
us9  erode 
638-8218 Phone 638-8218 
• Monday to Thursday II am.-1 a.m, 
, Sunday I p.m,-12 p,m, 
FridaYl Saturday 11 n.m.-I:$O a:m. 
• rul: I naGER'S SUPPLEMENT THE HERALD, FrlUY Ma;/27/1977, PAGE I I  
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COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE 
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THE LOGGER'S SUPPLEMENT 
° 
LOG CHOPPING 
Block not to'be cut 
through from one" side 
only. Logs may be 
secured at outside dges. 
Timing ends when log 
completely severed by a 
blow of the axe while 
contestant standing on 
the log. Any competitor 
cutting across or into the 
corner of a foothold will 
be disqualified. 
Each competitor will 
be allowed to make chalk 
marks on his logs before 
starting, but will not be 
allowed to make axe 
marks except footholds. 
It is recommended that 
12" to 14" diameter logs 
be used, not shorter than 
34". Championships 
blocks to be 14" diameter 
Alder. 
JOUSTING 
Open contest for all 
contestants. Contestants 
joust from boom logs 
formed in a square or 
rectangle. 10 foot long 
poles are desirable but 
not mandatory. Poles 
must be heavily padded 
On end. Broken poles 
must be discarded im- 
mediately. Last man on 
boom logs is to be 
declared, winner. 
SPRINGBOARD CHOP 
Two springboard open 
style log not':to be cut 
through from one side 
only. Springboard holes 
must be cut in such a 
manner so that no benefit 
is obtained from 
PlesreViously cut board 
Timing ends when top 
hits ground. Planks must 
be balanced without 
hanging devices. Except 
in the case of damaged 
axes, one axe must be 
used throughout the 
contest. No test holes are 
allowed without judges 
approval. It is recom, 
mended tha[.iO" to 14" 
d iameter  " chopping 
blocks be used. Cham- 
pionship Blocks must be 
12" or more, Cllopping 
wood shouldt)e:alder or a 
similar species. 
EYE SPLICING 
New %" wire car( 
regular lay line shall [z 
used. Three full tucks h 
line. Use own or supplie~ 
Marlin spikes. Judgel 
decision as to neatness 
Timed. Loops ~vill b 
penalized 3 seconds 




Good Luck Loggers 
WELCOME 
LOGGERS 
ooonyzAe.nemouTom~-m,u-~, -  , TEIIRAOE I)RUGS 
, . CEDAIBLAHD A i r  ann 
i TIRE SERVICE LTD i 
" , ' . , • 
4929 Keith Terrac e or 68S.6!y 0 
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po rs ~~ 
Loggers  .......... 
S ,ds Day ~~~I 
TERRACE& DISTRICT CREDIT UNION 
Your Credit Union 
Offers High Interest 
Rates On 
* TERM DEPOSITS 
"k' SAVI NGS ACCOU NTS 




10:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Fri. 10:00 a.m.- 8:00p.m. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m.. 1:00 p.m. 





MADIGAN EQUIPMENT LTD' 
4m hJth J.. 636-7131 Terraoe, B.O. 
. ; ' - :  
. . ; : '  
. r= 
~ : ° 
• % , .  
.p't • 
• °. 
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WELCOME . . -  . .  • . . . , ,¢  . . . .  • - . . : ,  :: . ...~ "i ~ .~ 
• . . . .  
SNOP-  SHOP-  SHOP-  SHOP' 
(' ve o rwa!tea 3220 Eby Terraoe 
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THE LOGGER'S SUPPLEMENT.  
Before our 
time... 
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4637 Lazello Terraoe, B.c. 636-6660 
~_;  . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . .  " ~ . . . . .  _ . i  __ . . ' - * "  . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Weloome Loggers to the 
SKEENA HOTEL 
"THE HOME OF THE LOGGERS" 
- - - - 
~. ~ Drop i the NJol and meot ,o-rMond, 
~ _ when ,n Terrace on the Loggers weekend' II 
.~ ~ " - - .  T_. .'3 U_, 
4629 ' l l J |  . 636.2245 Terraoe 
W E L C O M E  L O G G E R S  
Spee'Dee Printers Ltd. 
635-7181 
For all your" printing & stationery needs 
4H4 .L|zoIle, Tenlee, D.|. 
THE LOGGER'S SUPPLEMENT 
Other , 
events 
Obstacle saw bucl<ing 
Saw shut off at start. 
Contestant must get on 
pole below given mark, 
run up pole, start saw at 
cutting poii~t, buck from 
both sides with underside 
of bar, shut off sa,~' 
before continuing the rest 
of the race~ run down pole 
past mark before getting 
off pole and return to 
starting "point. Finished 
cuts must be within 1" of 
each other at all points. It 
is recommended that the 
sawing end of the pole'be 
a standard size, 6" to 8" 
in diameter. Saw must be 
carried back to finish 
line. 
Power saw boring- 
Alternative to power 
saw b~cking. A second 
line painted 12" above the 
fn'st line on side of. log 
facing away .from 
competitor. Contestant 
must bore through log 
and come out between the 
lines and then cut up and 
then down for the finish 
cut. Saw must not be used 
to pry cut. 
Axe throwing 
Target 36" in diameter. 
Center of target60" from 
ground, 5 scoring areas 
4" in width, any part of 
blade makes score in 
area. Scored 5,4,3,2, and 
one; from bulls eye out - 
best score in minimum of 
three throws wins. Throw 
line 20' from target. Axe 
must be double.bitted, of 
at least 2½ Ibs, with 24" 
minimum over'all length 
handle, including axe 
head and the face of the 
blade shall not'exceed 6 
inches. Practice target 
will be provided. 
Axe 
need only -cut outer edge 
of line of scoring area to 
win points of that area. 
Axe must stick to target 
to count. 
Single handed bucking 
Starting cut depth shall etc. The second must not 
be determined byplacing touch the saw after the 
a thin wire around the log. wedge is in place and can, 
and through the cut to only drive wedge as is 
necessary. The wedge determine equal amount 
of wood to cut. Saw must 
not be used to pry out. 
Cuts to be made within 
area designated by 
judges. Each contestant 
will be allowed a 
"second" or manager to. 
oil his saw, put in wedges, 
must not be worked back 
and forth. In this event 
free end of saw must be 
free of any handle or ~ 
weight. 
Championship logs 
must be 24" diameter 
Douglas Fir. 
Burling 
Lo~ to the lathe turned 
Red Cedar 13' in length. 
If three logs are used: 
No. 1-17" 2 minutes 
No. 2-15" 3 minutes 
No. 3-13½" To the 
finish. 
Contest' not to be 
started until both men 
are set and have their 
balance. 
Contestant may step 
un, but not over foul line. 
Contest to stop and be 
the loser. 
Contestant will draw 
for order of appearance. 
In as much as this is a 
bracketed event, there 
will be some. "byes". The 
loser of any fall shall ah- 
"re the choice of end and 
log for the next fall, but 
shall not be allowed to 
choose a log of larger 
diameter than the one 
used for the previous fall. 
Championship Berllng 
restarted at . time Logs must be in near new 
'remaining if log nears condition. 
any  obstacle or pond Contestants'* must be 
sides. Two falls out of' attfi.ed in shirts and 
three decides match. ~ stagged pants, cut ap- 
first burler immersed .proximately half way 
above the waist or between the knee and 
stcwlnX over foul line is ankle. 
